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Happy
Thanksgiving!
See Ya

Nov. 30!

Toxic fumes force la·b to close
by Jennifer Machtel
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The art laboratory located on the third
floor of the Fine Arts building has been closed due to improper ventilation and the risks
posed by. toxic fumes.
According to Mary Ellen Leonzo, executive
secretary to Dr. Joyce Clampitt, the problem
was brought to their attention last Friday
and immediate steps were taken to investigate the situation. She said that calls
were received. from the department chairman
and many students who complained about
the hazardous conditions in the lab.
"Dr. Clampitt called the Orange County
Health Department right away to have them
come and test the air in the lab, but they have
not come to do that yet. In the meantime she
felt that it was in the interest of safety to
close the lab down,'' said Leonzo.
Leonzo also reported that Lloyd Cunningham, supervisor of air conditioning and
heating, was called in on the problem. He said
that when the building was originally built
the ventilation system was not meant to be
used for a darkroom. It is fine for regular
classrooms; however, a special ventilation
SEE ART, PAGE 6

'"

Tim Barto/Future

Hazardous laboratory conditions caused the close of the art department lab. The lab, which is located
on the third floor of the Fine Arts building, suffers from improper ventilation. Chemicals deliver toxic fum~s
to students who work in the lab, causing head aches. Students have decided it is time to do something
about the conditions.
·1 Chemicals
2 Toxic fumes envelop lab making
some students ill.
3 Fumes seep into air space above the
false ceiling and then into other
rooms.
4 Electrical outlets exposed to water

-Bulldlng
Th9 Acid roqm In the printmaking
shop and the communications lab
were also Inspected.
. Jeff Glick/Future
·

Health fee climbs to 24 dollars each ·semester
by Mike Rhodes
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Citing rising medical costs and practical
budgeting, a committee voted unanimously to
recommend an increase in the health fee from the
present rate of $18 per semester to $24 per
semester.
The committee, made up of both students and administrators, made their decision in their most recent meeting Tuesday after deliberating over the
issue since mid-October.
The center's initial budget request for fiscal year
1985 was just over $1 million. The request has been

trimmed down now to about $963,000. That income
is based on the increased fees, sales, mainly pharmaceutical, and interest generated, plus a minor
$48,180 tapping of the reserves.
The center has many woes to deal with, many of
which rely on the outcome of the fee request.
Last year, the center lost its director, Dr. Edward
Stoner, to retirement. Stoner worked hard to get
the center where it is today, but even last year called for increased funding to help the overburdened
staff. The center handles about 100 students per
day on the average, this with an almost patchwork
staff in regards to hours.
If the $24 fee is approved by the Board of
Regents, who must approve all f~s, it would still

be the second lowest in the state university system.
In fact, the state average runs close to $40 per
semester. Presently, UCF's is the lowest fee with
the highest fee topping $79 per s~mester.
The committee will submit its recommendations
to university president Dr. Trevor Colbo\irn and he
will in turn make the request to the Board of
Regents. If the regents approve the new fee it wiU
go into effect beginning Fall 1985.
A student forum with the committee is scheduled
for Tuesday, November 20 at 3:30p.m. in the Student Orgai;rizations Lounge. This is what Brown
termed "an opportunity for input" as to possible
ideas, solutions, and alternatives and is open to all
students.
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0 THANKSGIVING
VICE

r
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revitalized the two large
display cases located on the
!ll'st floor of the building,
which will be used for plant
and animal displays, along
with displays of faculty projects. The contents of the two
cases will be alternated every
month, and future exhibits
will include a live exotic fish
aquarium and birds' nests.
The biology club is funding
the project with profits made
from· bake sales. and plant
sales held throughout the
year.

The United Campus
Ministry is planning a
Thanksgiving Service on
Wednesday, Nov. 21, at noon.
It will be celebrated in room
143 of the John Washington
Student Services Building. 0 DO~TOR,DOCTOR
The Wesley Foundation and
the Newman Club are sponThe search is on for a new
·soring this event, but all cam- administrator for UCF's
pus ministry groups are in- Health Center, and one is exvited to.participate.
pected to be found by
0
ANTHROPOLGY January. The former adASSOCIATION
ministrator retired in June,
and since that time a search
The Anthropology Associa- committee has been attemption will meet Wechiesday, ting to find a replacement. In
Nov. 21, at 4 _p.m. in the the absence of an adEngineering auditorium. ministrator, another doctor at
Guest speaker will be Dr. the center has had to assume
Sterarman, who will be more responsibility.
discussing her year sabbatical
To help extend service, the
in South America.
center has brought in resident
physicians from Florida
0 POTIERY SHOW
Hospital. These residents are
placing a new emphasis on imThe Potter's Guild will hold proving UCF's health educaan open house Monday, Nov. tion, and have helped the
26, at 4 p.m. in the Art Com- center hook up to Flroida
plex, located across fi-om the Hospital's Tel-Health phone
service, which is designed to
physical plant.
The Guild will also hold a inform the public about
pottery sale · on the student various diseases and health
green Nov. 27 and 28 from 10 problems. In addition, more
a.m. to 3 p.m.
free literature is now
available at the center regar0 BLOOD DRIVE
ding symptoms and prevention. There is the possiblity
The UCF Winter Blood that a TV featuring more
Drive, in cooperation with the health information might
Central Florida Blood Bank, later be installed.
will be held on Monday and
Tuesday, Nov. 19 and 20 from 0 POET SPEAKS
9 a.m. t<;> 5 p.m. at the Blood
Bank's Mobile Unit parked at
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet
and novelist Mazine Kumin
the Kiosk.
Individuals as well as read from her work to a full
organizations are encouraged house last Thursday at UCF' s
to participate in the drive, Music Rehearsal Hall. After
and there will be a keg given the reading, a wine and cheese
to the sorority or fraternity reception was held in the lobwith the highest percentage by. Guests had an opportunity to meet Kumin ·and ask
of members giving blood.
·
Blood is available to all questions.
Kumin won the Pulitzer
students, faculty, staff and
their immediate families by Prize in 1973 for her colleccontacting the University tion of poems, Up Country.
These poems, like many
Health Center.
others she has written, focus
0 BIOLOGICAL DISPLAYS
on rural New England.
Kumin, who also writes short
New exhibits of birds, fish stories, essays, and children's
and plants will soon be books, has taught at several
displayed in the Biological colleges, including Columbia,
Sciences building as a result Princeton, and Washington
of a project begun recently by University and in 1981 and
the biology club. The club will 1982 was a consultant in

Associated
Colleglat•
Press
All-American
This public c:tocument was promulgated at an anooal cost of $100,000 or 5.3 cents per copy
to lrlorm the university community.
Opinions expressed In The Future are thOSe ol the edttor or of the wrlteJ and ore not necessarily
thOSe of the Untverslty Board ot Publications or ot the administration.
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poetry to the Library of Congress. ·

0 CAR·WASH·A·THON

The Phi ·Beta Lambda
Fraternities of Valencia and
Seminole Community Colleges will be joining together:
to hold a "Car-Wash-a-Thon"
on Saturday, Nov. 24 at
Marketplace Mall to benefit
the March of Dimes.
Members have recruited
sponsors who have pledged
donations for eve.r y car washed that day. Since the more
cars they wash, the more
money they will raise, the
fraternity wants to wash as
many cars as they can. The
public is invited to come and
have their cars washed beteween 10 a.m. and 3 p.m., absolutely free to help fight
birth defects in Central
Florida.
The Central Florida
Chapter March of Dimes
funds the neonatal intensive
care unit at Orlando Regional
Medical Center as well as
local and national grants for
research and education for the
prevention and cure of birth
defects. They recently made a
grant of $18,000 to pay for
half of. the new neonatal ambulance used to transport infants to the nursery at
ORMC.
CHOIR.SINGS

UCF's Gospel and Cultural
Qhoir, under the direction of
Stan Whitted, will perform in
the
Student
Center
A:uditorium this Saturday at
7:30 p.m. The choir has appeared at many university
functions, as well as giving
concerts at community affairs.
There are over 50 singers in
the choir, which practices six
hours a week in order to
.deliver a polished performance. Membership in the
choir is voluntary-none of
the members receive credit
hours for their participation.
Admission to the performance is free.

AROUND
FLORIDA.
0 MEDIA WEEK

Governor Bob Graham has
proclaimed the week of Nov.
11-1 7, 1984 as School Library
Media Week. The purpose of
the week is to focus the attention of Florida citizens on the
services, programs and
materials provided by school
library media centers and to
demonstrate how these services contribute to the education of all students.
Effective school library

Tom NetselfPubllc Affairs

The spirit of the season takes off as this trio of UCF music
students prepare for the annual Madrigal dinners on campus. Julia Cheney, left, and Jan Patterson in their roles as
ladies of the court provide food and drink to a benevolent
Keith Krout. ·

media programs are designed
to help ~tudents find, use and
apply information which
enables them to function successfully in the school program a~d to fulfill lifelong
learning needs and reading
enjoyment. It is therefore appropriate · that the week
designated for recognition of
school library media services
coincides with the national
Children's Book Week and
with American Education
Week.
0 REGISTER

to junk its new rule
eliminating tax deductions
for donations to college
sports programs.
The IRS will hold an administrative hearing within
90 days to decide whether to
keep the rule or drop it. (CNN)
0 NO ERA HERE

Harvard says it may soon
disassociate itself from the
nine social clubs that recently
voted to continue barring
women.
"The issue is whether the
university should be connected with groups that prac~
tice discrimination,'' explained Jake Stevens, a student on
the College Life Committee.
The U. of Miami kicked its
all-male Iron Arrow Honor
Society off campus in 1983
after the society voted to keep
barring women. (CNN)

Men,if you 're · within one
month of your 18th birthday,
it's time to register with
Selective Service. It's simple.
Just go down to your local
post office, fill out a card and
hand it to a postal clerk.
No, this not a draft. No one
-h as been drafted in over 10
years. You're just adding
your name to a list in case
there's a national emergency.
So register now. As ·the 0 PAPER STRIKE
government kindly reminds
us, it's quick, it's easy, and
Staff hostility led to a
it's the law.
walkout to protest Northern
Star Editor Mark Bonne's
reign. When advisor Jerry
Thompson refused to hire
more students to replace the
strikers, Bonne published a
nearly-blank edition to protest Thompson's control.
tJ IRS DEDUCTIONS
NIU President John
LaTourete then intervened,
Pressured by well-heeled giving the journalism school
campus sports contributors, control over hiring at the
athletic departments and Sen. paper.
Robert Dole, the Internal
by Salll Sangulllano
Revenue Service has agreed
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Greenhouse, arboretum·growing slowly
by Salll Sangulllano
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•
•

•

•
•

Nestled among the trees by the portable classrooms sits the little-known
UCF greenhouse.
The house, which was built in the
late 19th century, is of the conservatory type, and was originally used
on an estate in Long Island, New
York for the display of palms. In the
early 1950's, the Stockerd family of
Winter Park obtained the
greenhouse, and transported it to
Florida. Following the death of her
husband in the late 1970's, Mrs.
Stockerd donated the house to UCF
with the stipulation that the university would provide for its relocation to
the UCF campus.
Bit by bit, the house was
'transported in what Dr. Whittier of
the biology. department calls "a labor
of love.'' Volunteers from the biology,
chemistry, art and other departmen~s

aided in the greenhouse's move. He
notes that quite a few of these
volunteers helped for the sheer
''pleasure of doing something constructive for the school. Many of
these people had no direct interest in
growing plants for teaching needs."
Whittier explains that "whenever
you start from scratch and plan to
teach a program in botany, you need a
place to grow plants. For some time
we grew them on top of the chemistry
building." There were problems with
this method of growing plants, and
because of this, the biology department has made much use out of the
greenhouse since its final completion
in the late 1970's.
In recent years, however, the house
has fallen into disrepair, and because
of such problems as broken window
nm Barto/Future
panes and faulty heating and waterThe greenhouse protects a variety of plants from the effects of the Florida
ing systems, many students using the weather. The plants thrive Jn their controlled environment while students
greenhouse for experimental pur- lear~ from their ~tudies within. The house was originally brought to UCF piece
poses lost valuable plants due to ex- by piece and reconstructed here.
·
posure

•

Students focus on protecting hatchling turtles

•

by Jayne Day
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

•

•

The UCF Marine Turtle Research Gr.oup is
fighting to save ihe liv~s of baby turtles by getting
beachfront lights turned off.
- Bright lights from condominiums and businesses
that line the Brevard County coast have led to the
death of thousands of turtle hatchlings each year.
Dr. Llewellyn Ehrhart, chairman of the UCF
Marine Turtle Research Group, said, "artificial
lights concern us the most because they affect
newborn turtles on the beach.''

During the summer, newly hatched turtles. are
drawn to the lights, believing the lighting will lead
them to the waves of the Atlantic Ocean. Instead,
the misled baby turtles end.up on highways and in
parking lots where they are smashed under the
tires of a cars or eventually die of heat exhaustion.
The 12-mile stretch of beach from Melbourne to
Sebastian Inlet is a primary nesting spot for the endangered green and loggerhead sea turtles. ''This
area appears to be the most important nesting
beach for these turtles in relation to the entire
earth," Ehrhart explained.
Although the group has convinced many
beachfront residents to turn off their lights during

the nesting season, Ehrhart believes that a law is
necessary. The group has persuaded Brevard County officials to consider an ordinance which will
restrict beach lights. "Its our main target to strive
for," Ehrhart said. "We hope these turtles will increase in numbers and approach the number they
once enjoyed there."
The UCF Marine Turtle Research Group has
been on the UCF campus since 1973 and is comprised of undergraduate and graduate biology
students. Ehrhart became chairman in 1976. The
group is subsidized by grants and personal contributions.

•
•
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It's Thanksgiving!!
Centralized Services
[Student Center Mqin Desk]

NILL BE CLOSED

Tuesday, November 20 at 5:00 p.m.
TO

Monday, November 26 at 9:00 a.m.
Have a g_reat turkey day!

4, The Future, November 16, 1?84
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•

•
•
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186Z ALFRED NOBEL LIGHTS THE FIRST STICK OF D_
YNAMITE,

AND NEVER GETS ANOTHER MOMENT'S PEACE
Bz.it he got a big bang out of
Jus discovery
And you 'JJ get a
bigger bang out
~~~~~n~fi
of discovering
Bud Light It's the
less-!ilJing hght beer
with the hrst name·

c Anheuser-Busch. Inc

your ch01ce and bring ·
out your best. By
discovering today's
great hght. Bud Light

EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.

St Louis. Mo

For help with parties call UCF Representative: Paul Kadanec, 282-9442.

•
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Bulimia strikes men and
women with no known cure

WHAT HAVE vou·
GOT TO LOSE?

•

,

Come join ·us· and
lose inches & pounds at
OVERSIZE EXERCISE, INC.
LONGWOOD

VISA

•

DON'T TRADE
THAT CAR!

•

Let the experts make your car
run like new again!

•

MOTOR·s
TRANSMISSIONS

•

Repaired • Overhauled • Rebuilt

AUTO·REBUILDERS

•

422·2222

Free Towing - Easy Credit

·

UCF DISCOUNT

•
BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORE!
PREPARE FOR:

•

GRE
• TEST-N-TAPE® LIBRARY
• REINFORCEMENT TEST
• HOMESTUDY PACKET

·•

by Eddie Gorak
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UNION PARK

331·0730

MC

CLAS SES STARTING

•

•

Bulimia is a seldom-heard of, yet surprisingly frequently occurring disease that affects many young women. Tuesday night,
authoress Cynthia Rowland came to UCF to
talk about her experiences as a bulimia sufferer.
Bulimia is an eating disorder that often
starts out just as a fad diet and can lead to an
emotional disorder or even death. Bulimics
eat massive quantities of food on binges and
then immediatly either take alot of laxatives
or induce vomiting. Bulimics are terrified of
gaining weight.
Rowland said that she had been a bulimic
for the last twelve years of her life. Rowland
is twenty-nine now and at one time had been
the anchor woman for the NBC affiliate
Channel 4 in Little Rock, Arkansas. All
through high school she was an honor student, participated on the cheerleading squad
and was very popular. It was hard to believe
that this same woman had only a year ago
tried to take her own life by blowing her head
off.
She said that her fight with bulimia started
at the age of 17, when her father bet her $300
that she couldn't lose 10 pounds for college.
A friend told Rowland that if she ate, then
took a lot of laxatives or induced vomiting
immediately after, she wouldn't gain any
-weight. Rowland· won that bet from her
father and then slowly started to kill herself.
"It is gradual at first with most bulimics. I
ate and then took laxatives maybe once a
weeek to keep my weight down. In the course
of twelve years, 'it became a daily ritual and in
time I could not wear enough makeup on my

•

UCF B~Ba l l
is Here!

•

v.s.

face to cover the sullen eyes or the brown
blotches," said Rowland.
All bulimics go on binges where they eat as
much food as they can get their hands on.
Rowland remembers that on one of her binges
she brought over .three hundred dollars of
food and within two days it was gone. ''The
minute that the bulimic feels the food going
down to their stomach, t_hey panic. They are
terrified that they will gain weight," said
Rowland.
It is a fact that one out of every four college
students in the nation contract bulimia. According to Dr. Don Eaker of the Counseling
and Testing Center here at UCF, over ten percent of the students at UCF have bulimia. "I
have treated over sixty-students in the past
two years here for bulimia. The worst part
about this disease is that physicians cannot
cure it. Therapy is needed to treat bulimia
because often it leads to some sort of emotional disorder," said Eaker. Therapists are
just now becoming aware of the symptoms of
bulimia and how to combat the disease.
Bulimics eat themselves up from .the inside
out. The disease is a way that they can hide
from the pressures of life.
Rowland has just begun to tour the country lecturing to colleges about bulimia and
trying to bring other bulimics out of the
closet. Her book, The Monster Within, has
just hit the bookshelves on campus and it has
to deal with what she went though for three
months while she was recuperating in Dallas,
Texas. It is supposed to be a diary of events
in her life, but it reads more like a suspense
novel
If you think that you might have bulimia or
know of someone who has the signs of it, you
can call Dr. Eaker at 275-2811 .

A.C.U.I
.
Tournament
Pool & Ping JPong

Bus With us to See:

UCF Knights

.

.

Flo.r ida Gato.rs

i

rdllHIWllllllUllR.MMtfiti .....Ulll•TI:li'1!MIWllQJl•t~

~your· $7.00 Ticket includes:

November 17 & 1a ·.

I

-pee~

Bus ride to Gainesville, . Free Beer & j
. Soda, Pep Rally at Florida Festiv~
1 Ti~ket ~nto the Game, and a Surprise ·
.
Souvenir.

1
g

Is funded through the Activities and Services Fees

- --

'--~~~

Limited Space Available

~--------'#·.

,;._,,.,,,._,.,.,.,.C»ntrol-

P4Cli"""'°"houglltho,,,,_ond _ __

SPONSORED BY:

November 24th

Nutcrac~er"
Dec 7

"Nig·h t at the

Transportation to and from Bob Carr
Formal Dress (coat & tie)
Cost $7.00
Wine & Cheese Reception
President's Dining _Room

&

Golden FlcJke

6:30 - 7:30

Busses Leave at 3:00

-~ .

Is funded through the Acttvtnes ono Servi<~~·

GF.'l'

Youn

T1c1<E1'

A'l' THP. STunENT CP.NT1m MAIN Dt-:sK

ticket sales start Nov 19 SC 215
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Sowinski levels KioSk with plans for a new look
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

With all the new ideas and new construction on
campus a dinosaur yet remains. This is the Kiosk in
the center of campus. Over the years the Kiosk has
deteriorated to its present state.
. 'The Kiosk has come to look aesthetically unattractive. We need to have something permanent
there. Not a temporary structure, which was what
the old kiosk was intended to be,'' said John Sowinski, student body president. .
In the near future the old Kiosk will be torn
down. In its place a new information office will be
built. "The purpose of the new Kiosk," said Sowin-

ART

ski, "is to provide greater accessibility of current well as making these more accessible to the
Student Government programs to a broader cross students, would offer a special services window.
section of the student body and also to expand This would be available to student groups to adverupon our programs.'' The Kiosk will be a central in- tise and sell tickets for their events.
"It's important for the student groups to know
formation center for all students.
we
are not kicking them .out, but providing a more
There are many services that the new Kiosk will
professional
means for them to reach the student
offer. These include discount movie tickets, disbody,"
said
Sowinski.
count attraction tickets to Disney World, Sea
Construction will start in January of '85 and
World, Wet 'N Wild, Busch Gardens, Once Upon a
should
be completed by April 30. "I would perStage, and Rosie O'Grady's, East-West Exsonally
like to see it completed by
pressway Tokens, Discount Photo Processing, and
mid-April," Sowinski said.
a Lost and Found.
The new Kiosk, which was designed by Achitect
NI of the previous items are available at the Stu- Design. Group of Florida is going to cost around
dent Center in Central Services but the Kiosk, as $30,000 to build.
·

the pr~ess is estimated to cost
$30,000 to $70,000. In addition to the
system is needed for a lab setup. The cost, it would take months for the
fumes in the lab are strong, which is money to become available. With the
bureaucracy that exists in the state
understandable.
university
system, it is a complicated
Clampitt has shut the lab down unto
get
the funds needed. Leonprocess
til one of several alternatives can be
zo
estimates
that
even if top priority
accomplished. Either the ventilation
were
put
on
the
request
it would take
system must be compl~tely restrucat
least
six
months.
tured for the art laboratory, an interIn the meantime students still face
nal compact ventilation system inthe
problem of having art classes and
stalled, or move the lab to other
no
facilities
to do the projects in.
facilities such as a portable
says
that teachers can conLeonze
classroom.
tinue
the
classroom
lectures and
One of the problems with restructuring the ventilation system is that hopefully within a· week the health

FROM PAGE 1

department will give the university a
recommendation as to the situation
and what measures to take. After
they have given' their recommendatfon the university will have to decide
what interim plans will be made for
art students.
Accorcijng to Charles Wellman,
chairma~ of the art department, the
department has made the fact of low
ceilings and inadequate ventilation
known to every administration of the
college since 1975, when they moved
into the building. He said that the
acids used in the etching process on
metal plates are extremely toxic. The

ceilings allow the fumes to go through
to other classrooms.
Wellman commented that the ventilation problems are acute in large
classes and on the weekends the air
conditioning is irregular and there is
no air movement· whatsoever. There
are no fans or flues in the darkroom.
Leaders of a group of students have
talked of an organized protest to be
held on campus in the near future.
Conditions are so bad in the art
department that some action has to
be taken, said Diggins, who added
that the art department is one of the
least funded departments at UCF.

.

Search
begins
for coach

.

by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Since Lou Saban resigned
in Oct ober the search has
been on for a new head football coach for next season. At
present coach Anderson looks
favorable, but a great deal is
in the works.

•

To begin with, Nov. 26
through Dec. 6 the position
will be advertised. In addition
to the UCF Report and local
papers a nationwide search
will be conducted. At present
there are no specific people in
mind, mainly because the personnel department has not
even advertised for the job
position yet~

•

•

A search committee, headed by Dr. William G. Callarman, has been formed to coordinate the search for the new
coach. On Dec. 14 they will
make various recommendations to President Colbourn.
This will be followed during
the week of Dec. 17 by the actual interviews for next year's
coach.
One thing we all hope for
next season is a winning
team. Because of this there
are a number of specific requirements that the university is looking for. A few of
these include a bachelor's
degree in arts or sciences and
a minimum of two years of
collegiate coaching experience. In. addition to this
the person must also be a
responsible administrator
and be able to wisely guide
and direct UCF's growing
program.

All You can Eat ·special. $6,tS
one kind of seafood served with french fries
and·cole slaw. After you finish it, order more
of the same seafood or switch to a different
kind. You're not limited to what you can eat
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GREEN

FROM PAGE 1

,

•

•

to the elements.
This summer, with the help
of $8,400 from the university
and the hands of both biology
club members and other
volunteers, the house was
returne~ to an 85 percent
operational level.
Once the greenhouse is
completed and more funding
is obtained, the biology
department plans to begin
construction on an arboretum
to be located on about 12
acres next to the greerihouse
area in what is called a "pond
and pine community." An arboretum, notes Whittier, is a
''place for plants that are able
to be grown out of ·doors,"

and "where people can walk
on trails and see both native
and exotic plants.''
Like the greenhouse, the arboretum ''has the possible
potential of going - beyond
teaching purposes,'' and
could become a place for people to go to observe plants
both native and foreign to the
Central Florida area. With
the help of volunteers to work
directly with the greenhouse
and arboretum, and with
donations from local
businesses, Whittier feels
that in the future these two
facilities will come to benefit
not only the science department, but also the university
and the community in A tree on campus is spritzed by a nearby sprinkler head. Drops of water shower the tree on ·
general.
an unusually warm November afternoon.
nm Barto/Future
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TOO FAT TO EXERCISE?
NOT ANYMORE, THANKS to
OVERSIZE EXERCISE, INC
COME JOIN THE FUN!

•

I 1 FREE CLASS w/THIS AD I

•

LONGWOOD UNION PARK
MC
331-0730 VISA

•
•

•
•

•
•
Lee lnsler • Junior • Ohio University

•

"Now that I'm regi.stered with Norrell
Temporary Services I can bank on
getting work assignments that will fit
my schedule and broaden my
'previous employment' credentials.
This 'on-the-job' experience will
especially pay off once I've earned
my degree and my search for a permanent position."
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**Cambridge Circle**
RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW
A few new units are still available for rent, ·
for information on units or roommates call
Caryl Stevens 277-0493
University Blvd.
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Colbourn explains plans for growth
by Janette Augustynowskl

•
•

FUTURE CORRESPONDENT

· Dr. Trevor Colbourn, president of UCF, spoke to
dorm students about things which concern them in
UCF's future. Colbourn spoke to students in the
Commons building in a question and answer session.
When asked about the long range growth plans
for UCF, Colbourn said, "I can tell you what I hope
will happen, but whether it does happen is anothe:r
question.''
UCF is part of the nine university, state university system. ·In order to receive money from the
state, UCF must try to convince those in the educa·
tion system that our needs are greater than most
other schools. UCF spends a lot of time and effort
trying to be heard. "It is very hard to get them to
recognize that t4ere is a problem at UCF. And that
is the only way we get the funds we need to build
and expand the campus,'' Colbourn said.

One very important issue right now is the dorms,
said Colbourn. "We are in desperate need of more
dorms." He explained that UCF only has h<;>using
for 915 students; however, it should have housing
for a minimum of 3,000 to 4,000 students compared
to the 17,000 students that attend UCF.
UCF did apply for low interest loans from the
Department of Education, Colbourn said. U nfortunately, UCF just found out last week that it is
number 13 on a list of 11 loans to be given out.
Colbourn said UCF is now looking to the private
sector to fund building of dorms. Also, since
Amendment Seven has passed, UCF will be
assured low interest loans from the state. The.
school would be able to build more dorms and keep
dorm rates as low as possible.
Dorm residents were also interested in plans for
new parking lots. They asked why there were no
parking lots designated specifically for on-campus
residents. "Sometimes I don't leave the campus
during the day, just because I know I won't be able
to find a parking space when I come back, and car·

rying bags of groceries across the UCF 'campus
isn't very fun either," said a dorm resident.
Colbourn conceded that parking has been a problem here at UCF for years, but explained that
universities must fund their own parking lots. They
get no financial aid from anyone. UCF builds parking lots through the decal and parking ticket funds.
Whenever there is enough money in the account, a
new lot is built.
A resolution which the Student Senate has work·
ed on suggests putting metered parking places in
different areas around the campus. Presumably,
there would always be a metered space open, so
students could park there while unloading
groceries, or moving· in or out of dorms.
UCF has the lowest parking ticket rates. compared to other universities, according to Colbourn.
That is part of the problem-they do not want to
raise the rates so it is hard to raise enough money
to build parking lots.

UCF gets training manager after three year lull
by Suzanne Riehm
FUTURE CORRESPONDENT

Rosemary Classen has been - hired
as the riew training manager at UCF.
The position has been vacant for
three years.
Classen describes her job as the
planning of training programs for
campus employees to meet their
needs. She said this is a·two step pro-

•

~

cess. First, specific needs must be
identified and then ·a n approach to
meet them is structured. ''The training program isn't any good unless it
meet~ the needs of the people affected," she said.
Classen will deal with all employee
groups, including office managers
and people in the physical plant who
· manage crews. She said management '
requires programs in basic supervi-

sion, skills in interpersonal relationships, such as dealing with difficult
people in stressful situations. All of
these ar~ useful topics for managers
to know about.
Employees in UCF physical plants
may want training programs dealing
with hiring, labor relations, and contracts.
One current UCF concern is the
high turnover among clerical

employees. Clossen said low salaries
are a statewide complaint. However, .
UCF must also .compete with local
companies who can offer higher
salaries. She is particularly concerned
with helping clerical workers
''become upwardly mobile and conveying appreciation to them.''
Clossen came from Gainesville
where she was Employee Service
Coordinator for the city.

ANNIVERSARY SALE!

1

MORE SOFTWARE FOR LESS.

.~

LARGE SELECTION OF DISCOUNT SOFTWARE,
~
PERIPHERALS AND SUPPLIES FOR APPLE.
~ATARI, COMMODORE, IBM, PC, PC JR., lk OTHERS

HOURS:
MON.·FRI. 19 • J
SATURDAY .10 • 6

EPSON, OKITADA AND .
OTHER PRINTERS AT
DISCOUNT PRICESI

DISCOUNT PRICES
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF

BLANK DISKETTES FROM $17.95
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABE

894·3304
HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ. MALL

NEW RENTALS

"Woman to Woman care •.•
offering choices in women's health."·
• Pap and yearly cheek-ups
• Hirth C.Ontrol/family !'tanning
• Outpatient gynecological care
• Herpes support ~ infonnation

•
•
•
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Premarit.al exams
Breast exams
fertility awareness
Pregnancy options counseling

Call now for an appointment - No waiting

(305) 291·4777
1010 Arthur Avenue • Orlando, Florida 32804
(one block off Edgewater Drive - across
from Bishop Moore High School)

Qpecit1! CZ3eginniT![}5

BIRTH ~ GYNECOLOGY CENTER, INC. ~~.

ski parkas and bibs
Nordica boots, Olin 700 skis,
Look bindings
'For the largest selection of ski
fashions, accessories and eqt!lpment
in Central Florida
:see the winter ski specialists
at Le Sport.
10% off purchases
· ·1
with this coupon &-UCF student i.D.:
Nov. 16 - Dec. 31, 1984
I
I
10:00-6:00
I
'M.on.-Sat.
I
evening hours

winter akl speclallata

505 n. park ave 305/647-5856
winter park, fl 3271'lP"""·
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Cadets trade words with President
by J_ana Kimberly
FUTURE CORRESPONDENT

Air Force ROTC cadets from UCF
spoke with President Reagan on the
south lawn of the White House this
month. "It fills you with patriotism
being that close (to the president),"
said Chris Coombs after the trip.
The cadets visited the White House
while on a tour of two Air Force bases
in the area. They were invited to participate in a sendoff for President
Reagan, who was leaving on a cam~
paign trip.
·
The cadets stood along one side of
- the south lawn to watch the sendoff.
"One side was pure blue. That was all
the president could see,'' said Captain
Mark Coyne, public affairs officer for

the corps.
As the president walked towards a
waiting helicopter, Coyne yelled,
"Mr. President, we are Air Force
ROTC from Orlando, Florida. Would
you speak to us?"
The President stopped 10 feet away
from the group and joked, "Who's on
guard?" The cadets replied enthusiastically, "We are!" The cadets
saluted the president, and he returned
the salute and then gave a thumbs up
sign before he entered the helicopter.
Coyne,and Major Theodore Jessup,
a UCF aerospace studies instructor,
accompanied 33 men and eight
women from the corps on a tour of
Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland
and Bolling -Air Force Base in
Washington D.c:
At Andrews the cadets were told

about Air Force Two, the vicepresidential airplane and were allowed to sit inside of it. Coyne was one of
the few to sit in the vice-president's
chair on the plane.
The .cadets also experienced a
simulated flight in an F-4 fighter. Inputs were fed into a machine cockpit
so the · cadets could fly a real flight
without leaving the ground.
Coombs said he took off and
brought the plane up to about 10,000'
feet. He did aileron rolls-turning 360
degrees while flying forward-and
barrel rolls. "I watched the instruments and made sure I didn't
crash,'' he said.

only ten percent of the total number
of Air Force pilots. Faced with such
tough odds, Torres said, "if I don't
fly, I'll go into intelligence.'' .
At Bolling, the group visited the
Defense Intelligence Agency and the
Defense Intelligence Analysis Center.
The DIAC building is controlled environment with security clearance
needed to enter. The building's windows are vibrated with music to prevent eavesdropping, arid sensors are
planted on the grounds outside to prevent unauthorized entry. .

a

The cadets also visited the Office of
Special Investigations, which is like
The F-4 flight was exciting for the FBI. A 1979 UCF ROTC
Juanita Torres. Torres· wants to be a graduate informed them about the
pilot, even though women comprise purpose of the organization.
I

Orange County's growth threatens health care
by Eddie Gorak
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

For the students of Ginny Chapell's Scientific
Theories class, what started out to be just a class
project has now turned into a major fact finding
venture. The students are compiling a Community
Health Assessment for Orlando that will bring to
attention . the weaknesses of Orlando's health services.
Chapell assigned the project to her class at the
beginning of the semester and told them to find out
basic information about the community's health
needs. ''We have 36 students in the class and they
are broken down into groups of five. Each group is
going to find out different information abou~ what
we need in Orlando to accommodate our growing

the fact that some hospitals are in the middle of low
population areas and cannot service the people that
live there. ''We are making a color-coded in.a p of the
ratio of ·people to hospitals in our area. It is going
to show that while some hospitals are out in the
middle of nowhere and can treat very
people,
others still are in high population areas and they do
not have the proper facilities to treat all of their patients,'' said Chapell.
Orange, Seminole and Osceola counties cover
over 2,000 square miles and yet we only· have 16
hospitals in our area. "Some hospitals can:'t care for
all of the community's.illnesses. In those ~ses, the
patient is flown out of the county and a lot of time
is wasted that shouldn't be. This has to change in
the near future. Our hospitals must be better.equipped to accommodate all of the communitie's
needs," said Chapell.

health needs,'' said Chapell.
According to Chapell the information that has
been compiled so far is shocking. Orlando has over
750 people a day that move into its city limits and
Orange County is one of the fasting growing counties in the country. "As the years go by, we are going to be in serious trouble health wise. We don't
have the facilities in Orlando to handle the influx of
people that are coming into our area, said Chappell.
"One of our big problems is that the city of Orlando
does not have an adequate public transportation
system. Not all of the senior citizens can drive and
the ones that can't have a lot of trouble getting to
nearby health centers."
Public transportation could be improved in
Orlando with more bus routes that would go by the
community 'health centers.
A:nother problem that the class has discovered is

few
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We at Downward Bound are planning
most exciting winter sports season and
would like you to join us.
Excursions will include trips to world
famous resorts at , Lake Tahoe and In- ·
nsbruck, Austria; all at ex.ceptionally affordable tares .
1
Downward Sound's main emphasis is to ·
offer our members truly exciting, full service, .
first class ski tr.ips at wh'blesale not retail
rates. We know you want and deserve
something better. That's '. what we are all
about. 'Downward Bound - Prestigious ·
Holidays Without ProhibWve Prices '.

SALE!

I

•

Q Wholesale Airfare

'

::
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. ·cLUB DUES
INCLUDE
~

...;

.:·~
·
Ski Equipment

··.!,-~~·· ' Coupons
Accommodations
;>;. · Club News Letter
Q Discounts on Ski
• · .-Q Adm inistration of
Equipment
-~ Club Business
k3 Complete Full Servict{~ •'.'
Club Social
Tour Packages
~
.•·. Functions

v.l Wholesale Hotel

You 'II save enougtr on equipment
coupons to cover ymJr•ual blub dues .

To join our club ~nd.~f£eive the benefits
of our wholesale prlati · premium travel
acc,ommodat ions, sefiltif¥our name and
return address alon.g ~th your personal
check or money order ·f o . · 16 to : Downward
Bound Ski Club. P.O.
·x 7212 , Wesley
~ Chapel, FL 34?49 .
. •;-a.z ..
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Mixing -c affeine
an·d stress harmful
USPS-Most students
know that a little caffeine
taken before or during an exam may give them a feeling of
much needed energy. What
they don't know, however, is
that the combined effects of
exam-time stress and caffeirte
can wreak havoc on their cardiovascular system.

The average blood pressure
of the students who had taken
no caffeine was 120 over 65
before the test and 127 over
72 when the test was over.
But after two cups of coffee,
after-test blood pressures
averaged 135 over 77. Blood
A new study found that in- pressure of more than 140
gesting caffeine immediately over 90 is considered high.
before an exam or a· similar
stressful situation raises
Lane also found some corblood pressure and intensifies relation between hypertenthe effects of stress on the sion and unusually large
heart. Duke University pro- blood pressure increases durfessor Dr. James Lane outlin- ing stressful situations. He
ed his findings in his report, suggested that further study
"Caffeine Magnifies Car- of the detrimental effects of
diovascular Responses to stress and -caffeine on the carStress."
diovascular system could aid
in the "prevention and
Lane reached his conclu- management
of
carsions by measuring the blood diovascular disease.''
pressures of 33 male
undergraduates as they took
The study was presented
sample 12-minute math tests. Oct. 21, at the Annual
The average blood pressure Meeting of the Society for
went up seven millimeters P sychop hy siological
when students · ingested no Research in Milwaukee.
caffeine before the test, but it
went up ten points after

Tim Barto/Future

NASA shows their wares to students
NASA exhibited some of their research ideas and current endeavors. The trailer was here
this week for students to investigate. Officials were on hand to explain the displays and to
answer questions.

If college gets too expensive, we'll lose some of America's most
promising doctors, teachers, and engineers-in-training. So let's
all go to bat for them. By helping the United Negro College Fund
keep tuition down at 42 predominantly black colleges.

GIVE TO THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND.
Amind is a terrible thing to waste.
••
~Cl

r!I

•

f;> 198• Um!ed Negro College Fund Inc A Pubhc Serv<Ce of Th" Newspaper & The Ad•• •tos•ng Councol

• 4500 Lbs. of Free
Weights
• 14 Different Pieces
of Exercise
Equipment
• No Long Term
Contracts to Sign
3 Olympic Benches
Leg Press
Squat Rack
2 Sets of Dumbells

•

•

students had two or three
cups of coffee.

No sauna
No Whirlpool
No Aerobics
No Nautilus
No Juice -Bar
No Calif. Health
Programs Either
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Vintage Clothing ·Company
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CREIG
EWING ·
Warning: The Surgeon General
has not yet det.ermined that computers are hazardous to your education, but he should.
That's right. I'm serious. Anyone
under 21 should .not be able to log
on without a parent's permission.
Computer retailers should be required to check IDs.
Computers have been my
downfall. I used to have a 3.9 GPA
and essays were my strong suit. I
never had a problem whipping out a
mean·essay to keep up my grade,
even when I didn't know what I was
talking about.
Then I got a job where I have ac-.
cess to computers and do ninet.enths of my writing on them. My
essays went from definit.e and orderly to jumbled and esoteric.
Word processors make writing too
easy. You become soft. They give a
false sense of compet.ence.
If you don't like a paragraph, you
just delet.e it. If you decide halfway
through that you are going in the
wrong direction, you just press a
couple of buttons and move
everything around. Anyone can
write on them.
·
The glowing green screen has succeeded in turning my mind to mush.
I no longer have a definit.e thesis
and my thoughts orgaclzed when I
have to write essays in class. I'm
just barely academically eligible to
write this column.
In my pre-computer days, I used
to have a thesis statement and
outline ready before r wrot.e
anything, but now I just empty my
brain onto the screen and aft.erward
rearrange all three or four lines and
pad it out.
MTV is dying. People can only
stand so much of Boy George's
cavorting and Bruce Springsteen's
lip synching. Not even Michael
Jackson can save it. I mean, can
anyone sit through all 30 minutes of
Thriller anymore?
See! I left the above paragraph in
as an example. It just came out
whep I was writing this column. If I
were writing a serious essay compar·
ing Ernest Hemingway and St.ephen
King and that slipped in it would
·
look pretty dumb.
But with a computer I can save 1t
and possibly use it for a column
later on.
Notebok paper doesn't offer such
luxuries. Deleting isn't a simple
matt.er. It looks messy. So like a
mechanic without quit.e the right
parts, I try to make the paragraphs
fit. Once I tried to simulat.e rearranging them by drawing arrows,
but the professor didn't like it.
It's too lat.e for me. I'm hooked. I
look at typewrit.ers as ancient relics
and I only like using a pen to.sign
my paychecks, but it's not too lat.e
·~auve yourselves. Buy your t.erm
p l~~
to, but d01l aJi the mail if you have
- "Tl comput.ers
1

a
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commentary

VICKI

WHITE

Next year, the Health Cent.er is
looking to up its fee from $18 per
semest.er to $24 per semest.er. At
first glance, it looks as though they
have hopped on the "gimme" bandwagoii, much the way the athletic
department did earlier this year.
But wait, before we all start moan·
ing about our injured wallets and
how we're being slowly 'fee'd' to
death. let's look at this calmly and
rationally. When was the last time
you visit.ed a doctor? The last time I
went, it was to a doctor in a little ol'
place called Palmetto and it cost me
$20, just for the office visit. Lab
t.ests run another $10-$20 or so,
depending on what is done. Getting
sick can be an expensive undertaking.
Well, let's wander over to the
Health Center and .see what the $24
per semest.er Will give us. First of
all, it doesn't cost anything to go
As a neo-conservatlve I found it interesting that we at the there-in one visit, you "break
newspaper recieved any kind of conservative, right-wingish even." This is very handy for those
·of us who can't get out the front
mail, since most newspapers are traditionally liberal.
door to get the mail without breakSo, b~ing the inquisitive sort, I called one of the organiza- ing
our legs.
tions, made a few inquiries as to it origins and connections, and
In addition, you can get' many
subsequently asked them to put the newspaper on the mailing prescriptions filled at the pharmacy
list so I might learn more about the organizations and the at a discount. There is also the convenience of having a pharmacy on
.
movement that I am a part of.
campus-if
you are without
Since then I have been virtually ~nundated with mail from
transportation, you do,n 't have to
the Howard Phillips Foundation in particular. Some of it is worry about how you are going to
worthy of some thought, but much more of it sounds like get to Out.er Bithlo or worse to get a
something out of a humor magazine than the so-called Conser- prescription filled from the Health
Cent.er.
vative Manifesto
_
The Health Cent.er also gives you
For a mere $250 per year, 12 issues per year, subscription,
a discount on X-rays. Last spring, I
anyone can get this man's insightful views into the world of sprained my ankle while att.empting
politics and foreign affairs. You to can be enlighten~d . by the to wreak mayhem on a racquetball.
fact that "Secretary Shultz Peddles Prophylactics" and "Nan- Three X-rays were taken, which only
cy Wants President to be Perceived as Peace Loving." For cost me $10. In addition to this my
those of you who ever thought that President Reagan was con- ankle got a nice Ace bandage at no
charge and unlimited free mileage on
servative, think again.
·
a pair of crutches. So if you think
In fact, in the No~ember issue of the Conservative
you are getting shafted now, cruise
Manifesto, Phillips makes Reagan out to be something worse into the emergency room at the
than Jimmy Carter. The fact that this publication is humorous nearest hospital and check out their
to the point of absurdity is only outweighed by the fact that weekend rates. Last tiine I went, it
the man, Howard Phillips, actually believes all this to be true. cost over $100 for one tiny broken
The fact that Senator Jesse Helms consults with him on finger.
Then there is the problem of not
"countless issues" doesn't do much for me either.
enough room and not enough staff
I am not a hard line kind of guy, so I take it all with a grain of to go around. The bottom line here
salt, but I wonder about all the other people who get this and is that you may sit until hell freezes
similar publications react to it. I am curious to find out over before a doctor gets to you ·
whether or not this bantering is .also in any way, the "party simply because they are att.empting
to tend to a population of 16,000
line.'' If so, then maybe I should reassess my leanings.
people 24 hours a day with a staff of
27 people.
UCF simply has outgrown its
Mike Rhodes
Health Center. The Health Cent.er
Editor in Chief
needs to be able to grow in order to
effectively meet the needs of this
university, and the only way they
Pamela Glmson
Robert Molpus
are going to be able to expand is if
General Manager Production Manager
they have the financial backVicki White
Jeff Gllck
ing-more money.
© Managing Editor
Art Director
Ah, but that sort of stuff never
Edlforlal 275·2601
Jennifer Machtel Timothy K. Barto
happens to you, you say. Well, I
Business 275·2865
News Editor
Photography Editor
suppose that most of us will make
Richard Truett
Kevin E. Kelley
through our college eareer relatively ·
Features Editor
Advertising Director
intact, but then, who can predict the
S.-Mlkell Rhodes
Don Wittekind
Cheri Mllewskl
future? Just think of that extra $ 48
Editor In Chief
Sports Editor
Ad Production Manager or so a year as supplementary health
Letters to the eclltor must be typed and must Include the author's signature, moJor and phone number. AU letters ore subinsurance-something to carry you
Jee! to editing and become the copyrighted prOl)8rty ot The Future. If cause Is shown, the writer's name wlll be withheld
thr
h
upon request.
oug any little aches and bumps
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . . . that life might shift your way.

'Manifesto' should be listed
under humor

Future
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D Insult or Insight?
Editor:
The premise of the November 9 editorial
"Reagan victory baffles Rather's general sensibilities" was that television newspeople are prone
to conjuring up issues where they are unwarranted.
The basic tone of the criticism was to criticize Dan
Rather for his analysis and "circus-like" coverage
of the 1984 elections. I found your commentary
very enlightening, and rather indicative of a
broader question. Did Dan Rather really sell his
journalistic soul, or are Americans being defensive
as they wrestle with thek consciences?

LETTERS

Ii·~·

i£
· ·,

Rather was not insulting... just insightful on the
eve of the election.

USA

I am sure that there are two sides to each current
popular issue. It is my guess that there are aISo
----=------------~people out there that stand behind each position of
a given is~ue. If these people voted in conscience,
bruised egos shouldn't be the reaction to Rather's
politics, the arms race, abortion, the equal rights analysis.
amendment, and environmental concerns. In fact, a
broad sampling by ABC television of over 18,000
voters revealed the · fact that these principles
played no major outcome in the '84 presidential George W. Longwell
elections. Of paramount importance seemed to be
Economics
Reagan's image as a leader.

Evidence following the elections indicates that . Is a surprisingly short coattail effect a bad invoters shied away from issues such as religi9n in dication of the public's true sentiment? Maybe

Spanky

by Carl McKnight

O"I CAN~MYBEL\~V~
&o.sHJ!1
tT.
I
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UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
Attention Students
Earn Extra Money For Christmas
United Parcel Service will be accepting applications for parttime loaders and unloaders. Excellent pay and benefits.
$8.00 per hour to start. Paid vacations and holidays. Must" .
be available for ·shift. beginning 5:30 p.m. or 11 :00 p.m. and
work 3 to 5 hours per day. Apply in person at UCF Placement
Center on November 19. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
·

Classified
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for sale

Nice room to rent to students. 2
mlles to UCF. Call 282-2440.

typists

'77 Buick Skylark. 90,000 ml. V-6,
air, AM-FM, PB, PS, 1 owner. $900
o.b.o. 425-4899.

Ideal faculty. Two bedroom, two
bath villa condominium. Garage
door opener, custom draperies,
microwave, patio, extras. One
year lease. $550 per month. 15 .
minutes from UCF. 677-7061.

TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR, moderate rates, fast.
Call Susanne 277-4857.

Furnished apartment. 1 bedroom.
Across from UCF. $300. No pets.
273-0766.

Word processing experience
preferred. Flexible hours, excellent
pay. Call WORDMASTERS

-Furnished, spacious 2 bd. 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people $400. 4 people
5425. 273-0768. No pets.

RESUMES
Deslgnec:IJTyped--65 7-0079.

'7 3 Impala. Runs good. New trans,
reg gas. Call 27 3-5203 after 4
p.m.
Stereo Zenith. Perfect condition.
Dolby NR cassette, AM-FM
receiver, turntable and speakers.
$275 o.b.o. Call ofter 5:30.
647-6310.
Seequo Chameleon portable
computer Is IBM compatible, MS005 operating system will run IBM
PC software, 128K memory, double sided disk drive and 9"
monitor built In to rugged protoble case, comes with Perfect
Writer Word Processor, Perfect
Cale. spreadsheet and all
manuals, Mannesman Spirit
printer with coble Is Included.
$1795 complete. Coll 788-6109 for
demo oppt.
Bike. 10 speed Schwinn. $75 0.b.o.
Coll after 5:30. 647-6310.

'74 Audi Fox, good cond. 51600
o.b.o. Coll Aida 273-0224 days or
841-0460 eves.
Beautiful executive home on large
lot. 3 t>Prm. 2 bath w/all amenities.
Apoctie Realty. 896-2076 or
295-1688.

APT.
AVAIL.
IMMED.
2
bd/2bth/Water and garbage. Furn.
Across from UCF. $380 per mo.
Washer/dryer Incl. 275-3439.
Waterbeds·Rent To Own from
$7 /week, no credit check. Wizard's
Waterbed Rentals. 896-1344.

roommate
Yg. prof/student, female, seeks to
share 2 bd/2 bth: apt. w/same.
$193/mo. plus 1/2 util. Days
894-1787, nights 282-6497 Cassy.
Female roommate needed. own
room. ·$165/mo. and 1/2 utilities.
595 dep. Directly across from UCF.
I am mature and studious. Call
273-1946 after noon.

'79 Olds Cutlass Supr, $3400,
auto, air, 2 dr., PB, PS, cruise, loaded. 695-8107.

Roommate wanted to share 4
bdrm. 2 bath house close to UCF.
Easy going lifestyle, easy to get
along with. Not home a lot of the
.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, time. Coll Terry 277-2527.

Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Coll Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.
Duplex, beautiful 2 bedroom, 2
bath, washer, dryer, air, wall to wall
carpet, all appliances. 1/2 mile to
UCF. Nice yard . $425/mo.
293-1908.
2 bedrooms avail. in extra nice 3
bedroom apt. Easy walk to UCF.
pool, tennis, free newspaper deliv.,
cable, central AIC, dishwasher,
PLUS rent only Sl 15/mo.I With rent
this low, can't handle all the calls
would get so write. Box 112, 117 5 N.
Orlando Ave., Winter Pork, FL.
32789. Include what type of person you are, Interests, what look
for In a roommate, phone number.
Sure, people won't toke time to
write-they won't get apt. You wllll

Place 436. 1, 2, 3 brs, 2 pools, tennis. Reeves Realty. 629-5533.

Home for rent from 1st week Jan. to
1st week June 1985. 4 bedroom 2
bath, screen In porch, large family
room, large dining room, central
heat and air. Completely furnished. Please call (305) 671-7942
evenings or weekends, or write
501 London Rd. Winter Park, FL
32792.

2i7·3980

QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.
Call after 6 p.m. 788·9097
Word Processing and Editing. Professiona I writer and former
English/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE

2 females to shore 3 bd/2 bath
duplex. 1 mile from UCF. S125 per
mo. and 1/4 utilities, phone and
water. Call 273-0473 or 855-7574.

-Roommqte wanted to share 3
bed. 2 both. home In Winter Park.
$235/mo. plus utll. Day 660-1984.
Ask for Martha.
Your own prlv. rent free room in
apt near UCF, plus $50/mo. Overwkd businessman/grad student
seeks friendly, llbrl, live-In maid to
assist w/loundry, cleaning, cooking, etc. Only about 15 hrs/wk/flex
of work. Send resume (handwritten
OK): P.O. Box 28393, Orlando, Fla.
32867.
Roommate wanted. 2 bdrm/2 l /2
bath. New furnished Tuscawllla
condo. Wosher, dryer, mlrcowove,
and more. 5225/mo. plus 1/2
utilities. 365-9175.
3 female roommates wanted to
shore 2 bedroom townhouse In
Cambridge Circle. Wosher, dryer
and dishwasher Included.
Distance Is one mlle from UCF and
rent Is 5103.75/month plus 'utilities.
Call 275-6213.
Roommate wonted! Female
roommate wanted at University
Apartments, across from UCF.
Need someone who doesn't
smoke, age 20-26. Must be one
who Is more concerned with studying than partying! Must be falrly
neat as well . If Interested, please
coll 275-0394 and ask for Kelli.

Guaranteed 100% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsploywrlters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 1~
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.
Professional Typist. Experienced in
all work incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. 1 mi. north. Marti
365-6874.
Typing-Word Processing-Fast Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rotes. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.
EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing Included.
. Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

help wanted
Females wanted for valet parking.
$4/hr. Call 339-7936 between 12-4
for more Information.
Local tour operator looking for bilingual lndlvlduals for part time,
holidays, and summer tour
guiding positions. ·Please call
855-6328.
Sales clerk, computer literate. Call
657-0988.
Appointment setter needed. From
quallfled lists set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours. $4/appolnt. Call Ms Berkson
at 831-0022.

Advertise In
Florida's #1
Collegiate
Newspaper

GOVERNMENT JOBS.
516,559-$50,553/yr.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. R-1000.
TUTORS NEEDED
High scorers on GMAT, GRE, MCAT
who enjoy teaching needed ot
prepare others for these exams.
Excellent part time job for
graduate students. 510/hr. Call
Sonford at 678-8400 Mon.-Frl.

Call 275·2865

~Future

Work per your schedules. No car,
no selling. Call 275-6593 for Interview.

services

Handyman-van neededl For
delivery and warehouse. Flexible
.hours. Wizard's Waterbed Rentals.
930 N. Mills Ave. 896-1344.

. RESEARCH SERVICE
All topics, SS a page. Genaro
Apelado Research. Box 361673,
Melbourne, Fla., 32936.

Wanted-part time help, hours flexible. Please contact Jane at
677-5700.

Fars Services. Member ATA for all
your translation needs. Call
678-4782.

personals

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

-

---,.

for rent

TYPISTS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours and· good
starting pay. Must have car and
phone. Call 671-7463.

Wiii the young man who tried to
lick my ankles In the library last
week please meet me there some
time this week.
Frustrated
Prince of a guy seeks damsel in
distress to rescue! Preferrably one
who Is tired of dating around and
wants to start working toward
quality relationship with just one
special person! Me: fun, intelligent
hndsme, x-lvy leaguer, male, 25,
pursuing advanced degree. You:
should be caring, considerate
quiet type who likes to enjoy life to
fullest. Send descrlp what type
person you are, phone. Box 112,
1175 N. Hwy. 17-92, Winter Pk., FL.
32789.
Dan,
I saw you in the shower with
Mike, but I stlll love you anyway.
Phil

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or toll
free ·1-800-432-8517.
$5 off with this ad

-

'ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Oroanization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
Individual councellng. lff.Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of. Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Daily/Sat. a.m. Call
425-8989.

Lauren,
The test results came back. We
need to talk.
Still Burning
Male, 25, tall, hndsme, well
educated seeks considerate, sensitive, down to earth female interested In relationship. lntrests Include dining out, movies, beach,
outdoors. Must be kind, sincere
and want lasting friendship-not
just want one time "lets see what .
.person who places ad looks like"
meeting. P.O. Box 28393, Orlando,
Fla. 32867.

other
PRESTO WINE. Add crystals to water
and sugar. Makes one gallon 12%
red or white. Guaranteed. Send 53
to Vidmar Sales, Freeburg, Ill.,
62243.
Stop dreaming! You can work in
motion
pictures.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. 4628.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

teisure.
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Spotlight
compiled by Suanne Boehm
Th~ Un~verslty Theater will be presenting Orchesis II m the Theater Auditorium on Nov 16 ond
17 at 8 p.m. and Nov. 18 at 2 p.m.·Orchesis II con-

sists of current works by student dancers and
choreographers. Call 275-2862 for more information and ~eservations. Box office hours are 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on weekdays.

The UCF Department of Music is giving a string
ensemble performance on Sunday, Nov. 18. The
performance will be at 3 p.m. in the Music Rehearsal Hall. Call the music department at 275-2867 for
more information.

At .the
Bars
.
.

Cheek to Cheek (644-2060)- At the Villa Novo.
839 N. Orange Avenue, Winter Park. Ramsey Lewis
will appear on Nov. 12 at 8 and 10:30 p.m. Tickets
are $15. The McCar Brothers will appear on Nov.
19 from 9 p.m. Tickets ore S4 at the door. Clay
Gatton and Magic will appeac 9 p.m. TuesdaysSaturdoys.
Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House
(422-2434)- Church Street Station, Downtown
Orlando. Shelly West will appear Nov. 20 and 21 at
8:30 and 11 p.m. Tickets are $5.95. The Cheyenne
Stampede appears nightly.
J.J. Whispers (629-4779)- 904 Lee Road. Open
nightly. Whispers Showroom features a live band,
Tuesdays-Saturdays. Video Ballroom in Shouts,
from 9 p.m. Wednesdays-Saturdays.
Park Avenue (629-1110)- 4315 North Orange
Blossom Trail, Orlando. Contemporary music
Tuesdays ·and Thursdays-Saturdays.
Point After Lounge (273-9600) 11599 East ColOl')ial Drive. Open nightly with music, MondaysSaturdays. Sunday, Four In Legion will appear.
Tickets for this show are $3.00.

This is an Army M.R.E.-Meal Ready to Eat. After dinner, the spoon can be used for a
antenna, and you can warm your hands over a peanut butter fire.

Rosie O'Grady's Goodtlme Emporium
(422-2434)- 129 West Church Street, Downtown
Orlando. Shows are nightly at 7:30, 9:30, and
11 :45 with Dixieland music by the Goodtlme Jazz
Band.

Army food does more
than fill your stomach
by Don Wittekind

·Movies
,

Twenty·Flrst Century (896-9382) REBECCA, RED
DAWN, CASABLANCA, THE WIZARD OF OZ, THE
WOMAN IN RED, ALLEGRO .NON TROPPO and PINK
FLAMINGO.
Altamonte Mall (834-3334)- OH GOD, YOU
DEVIL! and TEACHERS.
Fashion Square (896-2571)- A SOLDIER'S STORY,
BODY DOUBLE, NO SMALL AFFAIR, UNDER THE
VOLCANO, GARBO TALKS, and NIGHT OF THE COMET. Starting Wednesday, special matinee of THE
MUPPETS TAKE MANHATTAN for the Thanksgiving
holidays.
Interstate 6 (831-3050)- PLACES IN THE HEART,
NO SMALL AFFAIR, BODY DOUBLE, ALL OF ME, MISSING IN ACTION and IN SEARCH OF GOLDEN SKY.
Parkwood Plaza (293-4753) ROMANCING THE
STONE and JUST THE WAY YOU ARE.
PllH Theatre (894-8021) OH GOD, YOU DEVIL!
and COUNTRY.

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

SOMEWHERE IN THE JUNGLE
BEHIND UCF-On tactical manuevres with
UCF's Army ROTC this past weekend, I was
introduced to one of the more overlooked
aspects of army life: the food. Does anybody
,, stop to think about what soldiers on the
move eat? Everything in an army
MRE-that's Meal Ready to Eat-is designed for economy but it serves other purposes
as well
If you ever imagined that life in the army
means a bland diet, you couldn't be more
wrong. The army dining experience can at
any given time include anything from
chicken a la king to meatballs and barbeque
sauce. Other battlefield favorites feature
dehydrated pork patties, ham slices, turkey
and gravy, frankfurters and beans, and
deboned chicken.
Each of these extravagant delicacies comes
packaged in hideous green plastic with
writing on it that simply states exactly what
each package contains. Imagine packaging

radi~

worse than generic! For example, a typical .
MRE contains: cheese spread, fruitcake,
crackers, cocoa beverage powder, and chicken
a la king. This is the type of food that will not
be affected by a nuclear war, or if there is a
war, any effects will only be positive.
Most of the food is dehydrated. To keep the
meals well balanced, a delicious array of side
orders come with each MRE. These scumptious treats include potato patties, peanut
butter or cheese spread, dehydrated peaches,
and fruit cocktail. Of course you can wash all
these morsels down with either a hot cup of
coffee or a steaming brew of hot chocolate.
Oh yes, dessert... well you can bet our boys
in green have hearty appetites for the sweets.
Think of luscious fruitcake, dreamy maple
nut cake, heavenly cherry nut cake, and a
host of other goodies. Of course the famous
chocolate bar and chewing gum are always included. Only chicklets for our men!
Other necessities incorporated in the army
MRE are designer toilet paper, dehydrated
catsup, matches, cream substitute, salt, pepSEE ARMY, ~AGE 16 .
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Succulents: Camels of the plant world
~

by Vicki White

THE PLANT

r ftcoLUMN

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Cactus, succulent: what's the difference, you
might wonder. All cacti are succulents, while all
Both succulents and cacti like a lot of light and
succuients are not cacti.
not
too much water, which makes them ideal plants
Both succulents and cacti are composed of a
for
absent-minded
people. In addition, cacti do not
water-storing tissue called a parenchyma, but the
need
a
whole
lot
of
room, so you don't have to keep
cacti always have some sort of prickers, be they the
repotting
them
year
after year. As a matter of fact,
thorns of the prickly pear cactus or the long fuzz of
they
are
more
inclined
to bloom if they are in conthe Old Man cactus. In addition, succulents have
fined
quarters
and
are
watered
sparingly.
leaves, while most species of cacti do not.
Cactus
flowers
are
some
of
the
prettiest and most
Since most cacti live in arid regions, you would
exotic
flowers
in
the
plant
kingdom.
They come in
think that they would be happy in a pot full of sand
all
sizes
and
shapes,
from
the
delicate
blooms of the
on your windowsill. Actually, they are a bit more
Christmas
cactus
to
the
.
freaky
blooms
of the
finicky than that..They prefer to be in well-drained.
stapelia
variegata,
which
look
as
though
they
came
soil, so it is a good idea to fill their pot one-foilrth of
from
another
planet.
Other
succulents
also
sport
the way with pea-sized gravel or chips from a flower
some beautiful and unusual blooms.
pot.
Succulents suffer from many of the same pests
You can either buy a soil mixed especially for cacthat
other houseplants suffer from. One of these is
ti from a garden shop, or, if you are a gourmet cook
the
mealy
bug, which looks like a tiny spot of white
you can mix your own, using a mix of equal parts of
dust
on
the
plant. They lay eggs on the stems of the
garden loam, leaf mold, and sand. The soil should
plant
in
cocoons
that look like a tangle of spider
be loose enough to let the water drain easily.
webs.
Succulents, on the other hand, will do fine in a
Mealy bugs can be treated, preferably by using a
standard potting soil, if you add a little bit of sand
systemic
insecticide or by spraying with
to it to make it a little looser. They also like to be in
malathion.
the problem with spraying with
well-drained soil, so fill the bottom of th,eir pots
that
it damges members of the Crassula
malthion
is
one-fourth of the way with gravel or chips of potfamily.
tery.

Another temporary solution is to dip the plant in
a solution of mild, soapy water and then let it sit for
ten minutes. After this, rinse the soil thoroughly to
remove the soap residue. Other bugs that can be
treated in this manner include the aphid, spider
mite, and scale, an insect that forms a brown scab
with a darker center on the plant.
Succulents are very easy to propogate, which
makes it easy to share your plants. One of the
easiest ways to grow some more plants is by taking
cuttings from ·the "mother" plant. If you decide to
grow some more plants this way, wait until the cut
end of the piece you are going to grow into a new
plant has scabbed over, or dried brfore you put it in
the soil. This will make it less likely to rot. Pack the
soil firmly but gently around the cutting and water
it sparingly so that it does not rot. New growth will
indicate that it has taken root and is ready for a
home of its own.
Some succulents will more or less sprout where
they drop, such as the piggyback plant. These
types of plants form "babies" along the outside
edge of their leaves, so all you have to do is lay the
leaf on some soil.
Cacti and succulents that are compact in growth,
forming rosettes or short stems, will often produce
offsets, usually around the base of the plant, but
sometimes higher up. These can also be removed
and potted by themselves to form new plants.
A~oes are one example of a plant that reproduces in
this manner.

•

•
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per, sugar, and a spoon.
If you have suffered this
far, you are probably thinking,."so what ?". Well hold on,
the grand finale is on the way.
Many of the items included
in a MRE have double uses.
For instance, the designer
toilet paper comes in a variety
of different ·styles, allowing
the tiss1:1e to be used for other
purposes including marking
off squad areas, signaling,
and marking destination
point~. One of the more obvious moonlighters is the
peanut butter. Yep, just mix
it with the insect repellant
and you have a flamable
substance suitable for
heating other foods. I 'II trade
my peanut butter · for a hot
cup of coffee anytime.
Remember this one, it may
come in handy. The plastic
spoon can be used as an insulator for a field antenna.
Not bad, eh?
So, if. you are an diner who
enjoys a little variety in your
meals, then the army is for
you.

•

•

•
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CHILD ABUSERS
ARE MORI
HELPLESS 'IHAN.
THEIR CHILDREN.
Mos t child a bu se r are
t ru ly un ab le t o hel p
t hemse lve s. T hey were
a bu sed w hil e growi ng
up . so they've lea rned
no ot he r way to raise
the ir ow n childre n . Because they are so helpless about ra isi ng their
own chi ldren . chi lq
abuse rs are as muc h th e
victims of a viciou
cycle as the c h ild ren
they abuse . Yet c hild
a buser can be helped .

•
•

•

•

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY
TRADlllON. WRITE:
•

National Comm1 ttee for
Prevention of Child Abuse.
Bo x 2866. Chicago. Ill. 60690

'!9!1

A Pubhc Servi ce of Th is News paper
& Th e Advertising Counc1l ~~
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SHAPE UP FOR
THE HOLIDAVS!

'

*
)

START NOW*

TWO LOCATIONS
LONGWOOD - UNION PARK

,

OVERSIZE EXERSIZE, INC.
MC

331-0730

'No Small Affair' better
than average teen flick
telligence and wittiness, with just a small
touch of innocence. The audience can identify
with Cryer' s character by looking at their
own past as they were growing up.

by Suanne Boehm
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

VISA

No Small Affair is a big wonder.
•

Most films about teenagers today center
around drugs and sex. Films like The Wild
_Life and Fast 'limes at Ridgemont High promote both these ideas to the exclusion of all
else. They never explore character. But No
Small Affair is an exception-a wonderful ex·
ception.

<

Moore is good as Victor, the person at the
center of Charles' search. Moore doesn't
jump off the screen as much as Cryer does,
but she is credible enough and pretty enough
that the audience can believe she could get
Cummings' interest. Her best scenes are
always with Cryer.

Credit has to be given to screenwriters
Charles Bolt and Terence Mulcahy for proings (played by Jon Cryer), an everyday high viding this crispy script. They've proven that
school student. Unlike most other teen males good material can be written for this genre.
in the average teenager flick, Cummings is a A~d they've done something that I've been
fairly normal human being-with the em- waiting to see in a teen film for a very long
phasis on human being. He doesn't take time. Bolt and Mulcahy have allowed their
drugs like they're going out of style and he's . characters to speak standard English instead
not out to jump on every girl he sees. His on~ of some idiotic, unbelievable teenage dialect.
and only i,nterest is photography. Cummings
Another plus to this film is its soundtrack
takes pictures of everything from food at the
dinner table to the the wheels of street music. It's full of new, sparkling numbers by
cleaners and even flies puzzing around in his a·variety of relatively unknown arists. It also
has a few old standards like "My Funny
French class.
Valentine". The songs Moore performs in the
Early one morning, Cummings is at the film are actually sung by singer Chrissy
pier taking -snapshots. Out of nowhere, a Faith, another unknown with a powerful and
young lady named Laura Victor (played by lusty voice.
Demi Moore) accidentally steps into some of
Jerry Schatzberg's direction melds all the
his pictures.
pieces together. He handles tl~e film's situaHe takes no notice of her until he develops tions and characters with care. He also gets
his photographs. Upon seeing her image, good, bright visuals on the screen. SchatzCummings begins to comb the city trying to berg' s handling of some of the music sefind her. All he wants to do is take more pie- · quences is done well. He doesn't let them
tures of her. When he discovers her working turn into slipshod music videos that you'd
as a singer in a bar, it's the beginning of an see on MTV.
unusual relationship between this 16 year-old
I especially admired his handling of one
boy and this 22 year-old woman.
small nude scene and one small love scene. He
This is a rare film because the young man films them with skill and great taste. In fact,
and woman develop a real friendship for one he does them so tastefully that I can't
another and just don't jllmp into bed. Wat- understand why the film was given an "R"
ching their escapades together is a hundred rating. I can remember nothing in the film
times more interesting. Though Cummings that would necessitate this rating. A better
starts to fa!! in love with Victor near the end rating would have been "PG-13".
of the film, their friendship is never forgotNo Small Affair is ·a welcome change from
ten. It exists no matter what else might
the regular assortment of teen films. It's condevelop.
structed well and very entertaining. No Small
The best thing this movie has going for it is Affair is nothing less than fun. .
Cryer as Cummings. He comes across as just
your average guy. He's not your movie-star,
pretty boy type. He's an actor. Cryer gives
Cummings a wonderful mixture of inNo Small Affair is about Charles Cumm·

.

Horse Rentals
Bought & Sold

.

-~ LAZ'I Z STABLES
RENTALS

2480 Ro.u se Rd.
Orlando, FL 32 807

(305) 282-2197
(305) 27 5-6925

TIRED OF WAITING?

IWmMir!lll
HAS A VERY LOW-COST ALTERNATIVE .
Why not check out the low, low prices on our direct access
termir;tals. For less than the price of a good stereo you can do
your computer project from the comfort of your home, but
then you will have to give up the endless lines, wasted nights
and ruined weekends. Sacrifices! Sacrifices!
Stop in or call us now for details.
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00, Saturday 10:00-4:00

17·92 AT MAITLAND BLVD. OVERPASS

645·5522

AUSTANAN'S
MEAT MARKET
DELI-STYLE

Make your
Insurance
Dollar go
further

BOILED
HAM

10408 E. Colonial Dr.
' Across from Winn-Dixie
282·AUTO

PORK
RIBS

REGULAR

COOKINGOOD
PREMIUM

OLD
MILWAUKEE

SUPER
SUBS

LEG
QUARTERS

BEER
6-pack

1.991b. 1.291b. 52.99ea. 49¢1b. · sl.99
5

5

FRESH MADE

Call Us For A Quote
We specialize in Saving you
Money

MR. AUTO INSURANCE

COUNTRY STYLE

2 - Locations
To Serve You

OPEN
MONDAY·
FRIDAY
9-6
SAT. 9-12

FRESH

COLE GROUN
SLAW
BEEF

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

EXTRA LEAN

PATIO
STEAKS

CUBE
STEAKS

CENTE~
\

CUT

PORK
CHOPS

99¢1b. s1.191b. sl .991b. s2.791b. sl. 991b.
Austanan's
11039 E. Colonlal
Orlando
275·9662
Mon. • Sun. ~-8_

Untversltv Blvd.

Hwy.50

'

""- •
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A Popular Address
for
UCF
Students!
2 Bed/2 Bath Townhomes
$430
'

'

only

"My Dad felt that having me live here.would b~ ;i good
here and close to school. Foxhunt is vei:y popular with UCF
· nds who live here."
Caroline Satava
Orlando, Florida

.

mo. P&I*

nomically. He's glad I'm
ot of

)! Fox Hunt Lanes
1. 2 Miles From Campus On Alafaya
*A Tremendous Investment:

• Purchase price $53,900
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5 % interest rate
first year
·
One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, 10AM6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM

University Blvd .

'
•

•

f:;
«I

~

Westinghouse

I

UCF

rJ5

FOX HUNT LANES

Colonial Drive (Hwy SO)

)!

Lk. Underhill Rd .

• Vaulted ceilings
• Open, spacious floor plan
• Large master bedroom suite
• Charming loft

D

••

· After hours: (305) 422-1111

• Cable TV available
• Sparkling skylights

~artin Marietta

East West Expressway

I

305-282-4393

I

----- -·

~

~

=

- - - - - -,

-

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally located dose to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant. Single
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
*Sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percent.age rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.

6Qodman-~ayt~n

associates, me.

- - --- - - -- -- - ~- ---- ---- -

--
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859-6181
3595 S. Orange Ave.
Orlando

USIC

'A REHOUSE

ALL EQUIPMENT AT HUGE SAVINGS
UP TO 50% OFF
KRAMER • IBANEZ • DEAN MARKLEY
CB700 • PAISTE • ZILDJIAN • AND MORE

RENT·A·RHYTHM
Live DJ for Parties
Book Now for Holidays
REASONABLE

282·4499
THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style ·Qut $8.00

~ .-·

.

~

FULL SERVICE SALON

. . WALK;INS WELCOME

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
· 'UNION PARK ,

.

282·1700

Dally 9·5 leThurs. tll -

SKI
WORLD
*
.....
OF ORLANDO~

•

I

I

of resin, also available at the craft store. A
blow-dryer is great for removing bubbles
from the drying resin, but keep it set on
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
"low" to avoid causing ripples.
With the end of the semester rapidly apFor a very special person, locate or take .
proaching and a bout of.-ctic weather hav- your own pictures of their favorite places,
ing alr~dy struck the Sunshine State, our _ pets, persons-maybe you? and make a resin
thoughts are inevitably turning toward the collage. You'll be 9.elighted with the results,
upcoming holidays. For many of us, these and they'll appreciate the personal touch. By ·
thoughts are accompanied by that seasonal the way, don't use a self-developing camera;
affliction known as Gift-Giving Panic.
the processing paper is too thick.
Gift-Giving Panic, as we all know, has
A second idea is making macrame plant
several causes: lack of money, lack of time, hangers-always popular gift items. Before
and lack of ideas. But here is good news for those of you who don't macrame skip this
all you GGP sufferers-some gift-giving sug- paragr.aph, let me assure you that macrame is
gestions that require a minimum of effort and one of the quickest, easiest-to-learn crafts
expense and are guaranteed to bring max- ever invented. With a self-teaching instrucimum enjoyment to the recipient.
tion book, you can become proficient at tying
One idea is to ·make resin plaques-they're the necessary basic knots in less than an
beautiful, professional-looking gifts. Buy an hour-honest!
interesting piece of wood at a craft store for a
If your budget is tight, use rug yarn f?r
couple of dollars, apply a favorite poem or
SEE GIFTS, PAGE 22
magazine picture, and seal with several coats
.
by Beth Carran

"Registering now for piano,
drum and guitar lessons."

.

Giving holiday gifts can
be inexpensive, fun

.'Parachutes' provides
entertaining reading
- by Beth Carran
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

...

Isadora Wing, the sensuous, exuberant
heroine from Fear of Flying, makes a
dramatic returns in Erica Jong's latest novel.
Struggling to recover from a failed sevenyear marriage to Josh Ace, Isadora samples
therapy-and a series of assorted lovers-in
an attempt to remedy her broken heart .

:. *WATER AND SNOW SKIING EQUIPMENT

• ...

..

* ..
I

•

*complete P_ro Shop $

.·...

..

*

• .* . .

-*
.
.:
.. *
..
*
Discount

with UCF I.D.
or this ad

Erica Jong/Parachutes and Kisses
. New American Library, $16.95

Hardly the type to mourn all alone,
however, Isadora seeks comfort in liaisons
with various types of men. One, a rather colorless former high school classmate with a
monster he calls a little boy, keeps· her company during the holidays, but lacks the lust
for life that the naturally-effervescent
Isadora requires in a companion. She fails to
find the solace and security she is so
desperately seeking, and continues st.ruggling to erase Josh's memory from her
thoughts.

Meanwhile, emotional prob.lems are not the
only ones Isadora is experiencing. Her money
manager, just hours after informing her that
The tale of Isadora's marriage is hardly she is practically bankrupt due to his inept in·
original-the "perfect couple," certain their vesting, .suddenly drops d~ad.
love can transcend all possible obstacles, fail
Isadora, understandably, feels the world is
to take human nature into account as they
ganging
up on her-first she loses her husplunge into their relationship. For it turns
band,
then
her money, and now her money
out that Josh can't, after all, d~al with
manager.
Not
to mention the fact that her pet
Isadora's phenomenal success as an author .
dog
got
run
over!
The two begin to drift apart, and some of
Josh's actions during this period make the
reader doubt Isadora's sanity when, after he
fi~lly leaves her and young daughter AmanSEE BOOK, PAGE 22
da, she pines and mopes over him.

1425 N. Orange Avenue

Check our
under $20
Rack

*GRAND OPENING SALE*
November 17, 1984

PRIVATE
COLLECTIONS·
Tower Place
103 7 6 E. Colonial Drive

7"ey all point in oM dittetion

RIGHT 7YJ OUR BANK

(!I lothi~g &A~cessories

3J ewelry - 14K gold & Fashion Je~elry.

SPECIAL SAL~S UP T0_50% OFF
ON ALL GOLD & SELECTED FASHIONS

. 156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

~

•OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765
.
(305)365·6611

\.:J. MEMBER FOfC

~·· '"·-····~...
Register For
Free 14K gold
Necklace

,,,~
275-0210
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TV made The MoD.kees number one
by Richard Truett

ROCK·N·ROLL

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

THE SIXTIES
Rock was still young in the
mid 60s when The Monkees
burst onto the music scene.
The Monkees were a direct
byproduct of The Beatles'
two movies Help/ and A Hard
Day's Night. There seemed to
be an insatiable thirst for
young mop-topped musicians
running around frenetically
avoiding girls.
The Monkees did not just
"happen" to come together
like virtually all other rock
bands. They were conceived,
planned, and born in an NBC
boardroom. In late 1965,
NBC started recruiting actors
for a TV series that would
scale down, somewhat, the ex·
ploits The Beatles .portrayed
on the big screen. Thousands
of singers and actors applied,
· including Steven Stills, who
was turned down because of
bad teeth.
By 1966, the four chosen

were: Mickey Dolenz, who as
a boy · had starred in the
forgotten Circus Boy series,
Michael Nesmith, Peter Tork,
and David Jones, who also
had some acting experience.
Their first two albums scaled
chart heights and· made the
band look like the next big
thing. Within 14 months, The
Monkees racked up three
quick number one hits: "Last
Train To Clarksville," "I'm A
Believer," -written by Neil°
Diamond-and "Daydream
Believer." They also hit the
top forty eight other times
between 1966 and 1968.
Real rock music fans were
repulsed when it was learned
that they were i;iot even playing their own instruments at
first-the genius behind this
gimmick was Don Kirshner,
who, later in the 60s invented

another group, The Archies.
After a while, the group got
tii-ed of their teenybopper
status and set out to make a
serious name for themselves.
They toured with Jimi Hen·
drix as their opening act, and
Nesmith began to write songs
par excellence, including
''Different Drum'' performed
by Linda Ronstadt's first
group, The Stone Poneys.
By 1968, the hits stopped
coming. Tork quit, becoming
a minstrel in California, and
then a teacher. Nesmith landed at RCA for an ill-fated solo
career with something called
The First National Band.
Dolenz did some TV commercials and reunited with Jones
and
The
Monkees'
songwriters, Tommy Boyce
and Bobby Hart.
Currently Mike Nesmith is
a pioneer of sorts in the music
vi~eo world, winning all sorts
of awards for his critically" ac·
claimed Elephant Parts. Tork
is still teaching. Dolenz and
Jones, with Boyce and Hart,
continue to draw huge crowds

'

'·

' -.

'

: ·_,::.~. ·~~ ·-- .

wRm 10

MONKEES FAN CLUB! c10 Screen Gems, 1334 Ho~h Beechwood, Hollywood 28, California

The Monkees were on top from 1966 to 1968 with a hit TV
show and three quick number one singles. Of all the exMonkees, Michael Nesmith has been the most successful.

at state fairs and oldie revival never waned; as late as 1982 a
concerts as The Monkees. In Monkees greatest hits album
Japan, their popularity has was in the top ten.

The scars

·we Do More
Than Keep The Books
AT YOUR LIBRARY

Of aD abused Child lit
_:t:_ National
Committee for
Preventio1;1 of Child Abuse
can stay with us
.
all his life. Help us get to the heart of the piobkm

!1

Write: Prevent Child Abuse, Box 2866, Chicago, Illinois 60690
· · Public Service of This Newspaper &The Advertising Council.

' c
·

~ecause you are .special to us . . .

.Ari~t~~;;tIAL :U!
for

LI A {J'.
CI f '

_UNIVERSITY
SQUARE

cA~~·6·11:HA1R
The Knights Table Restaurant
Time Out Lounge
Located In The Quality Inn University
11731 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, Florida 32817
(305) 282-5074

, Thanksgiving Buffet
Serving From 11 a.m. To 8 p.m.
Assorted Relish Tray
Ships Round Of Beef Au Jus
Roasted Tom Turkey, Celery Dressing, Giblet Gravy
Baked Sugar Cured Ham, Candied Apples
Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly
Fried Filet of Flounder, Sauce Tarter
Candied Sweet Potatoes, Green Beans Almon dine
Flu/fly Rice Pilaf
Clam Chowder, Our Famous Bread & Cheese Table
A Multitude of Gold Salads
Assorted Desserts
Oh Yes! Pumpkin Pie
Fagrant Coffee or Ice Tf!a

"

Mon.' & Fri. 9-6 Sat. 9-5
Aloma Ave.

'°~

•
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S.::::; \
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Design ·

Tues., Wed., Thurs., 9- 7

~ ~OUPON ONLY COUPON ONLY COUPON O

University Blvd. Kmart

~

~6 w'a~h·cut-blowdry

z

8

.,

~~
M·W·R·F·S
c
8 From Nov. 19 to Dec. 8 ~
~

Offer good for Anita on.ly

~

·o NOdnO:> A1NO NOdnO:> A1NO NOdno:Y.

•

Cuttttittgham' g inc.

•

• OFFICE SUPPLIES
•OFFICE FURNITURE
•MACHINES
• DRAFTING &ENGINEERING SUPPLifS

•
.I

•
•

Adults '7. 95
Children 11 & Under '3. 95

0

.. 678~2916,·.
,·· o~m BLVD. ANO GOLDEN'ROD

RD.

In Winn Dixie Shopping Plaza

•

•
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'Edge' cancelled, Frankie breaks ·records
DABC's Edge of Night has been
cancelled after 28 years. The last
episode will be aired on Dec. 28. ABC
attributes the cancellation to falling
ratings, but the cruel fact is that 106
affiliates declined to pick the soap's
option for next season.
D Weekly World News is the alltime supermarket champ for great
headlines. This week alone: "You
can't beat my hubby, but he sure
beats me!;'' ''West German housewife
reveals 'I ate my babies;" "My German Shepherd saved my life with his
ESP!;'' and ''Austrian psychic claims
he can tell whlch card a squirrel is
thinking of."
DRecord breaking advance orders
were made in England this week for-

BOOK
FROM PAGE 19
About this time, the disconsolate Isadora takes up with
an extremely unconventional
but doting young lover who
helps her to emerge from her
doldrums. Bean Sprout, you
see, is that rare type of individual who is willing to give
without making emotional
demands in return. Instead of
pressing fol.' commitment, he
encourages her independence.
Finally realizing that
strength and fulfillment must
come from within, Isadora
begins to blossom and, at
long last, t o heal.
Parachu tes and Kisses,
. while not offering any earthshattering revelations, does
contain some insightful observations with which survivors
of broken relationships will
identify. You'll find it provides enjoyable, diverting
entertainment-and, of
course, as always, Jong's love
scenes ... sizzle!

Frankie Goes To Hollywood's new
double album Welcome to the
Pleasure Dome. There is considerable
controversy abroad about the artwork on the album's sleeve, which
depicts an animal orgy. F.G.T.H. just
started their U.S. tour, as yet the
closest announced date is in Atlanta.
DMTV's 1984 revenues are expected to be more than 100 percent
over last year's. Although the channel is still not available in some major
northeastern cities, MTV now
reaches over 24. l million households.
DLionel Ritchie's Can't Slow
Down has been in the top ten for exactly one year this .week, joining
Fleetwood Mac's Rumours and
Michael Jackson's Thriller as the only

ENTERTAINMENT BEAT
.

.

.-JOE JERVIS
three albums to accomplish that feat.
D Number one twenty years ago today: "Baby Love" by The Supremes.
The top LP was Barbra Streisand's
People.. By the way, Diana Ross will
be in concert at the Orange County
Civic Center next Wednesday at 8
p.m.
D CNN has started an Entertainment Tonight clone called Showbiz
Today. It can be seen weekdays at
6:30 p.m., but of course that would
mean missing Good Times on
WM OD-Channel -43.

D In the pulling out your hair
category: This month alone, The Ritz
in New York will have concerts by
Romeo Voi~ Black Flag, Los Lobos,
Vicious Pink, Let's Active, and three
(aarrghhh) dates with Frankie!
DWOKB-AM 1600 wins the prize
for the most diverse radio format in
Orlando. Nthough primarily black
urban contemporary, they also program dance hits from Van Halen,
Wham, Cyndi Lauper, Hall and
Oates, and others. It's both ironic and
interesting to see a primarily black
station playing a lot of white products, especially at a time when black
music is absolutely dominating
"white" Top Forty stations.

Good friends won't leave you flat.
•

GIFTS
FROM PAGE 19
for your ha~gers-it's extremely inexpensive. Stick to
the simple patterns to save
. time, and weave in an interesting stick or piece of
driftwood to customize each
hanger. For those on whom
you want to splurge a bit, include a nice potted plant to
complete your gift.
Finally, for those who are
desperately short _gn either
time or artistic inclination,
give coupon boofs:s. No, not
for fast food-for your own
valuable services! Whatever
would be appreciated by your
recipient-from plant-sitting
to serenading-is appropriate. Be creative! How
about a coupuon for an hour
of sympathetic listening-couldn't we all use one of
those! Be sure to customize
each coupon book to its particular recipient.
So, you see, that old Gift- .
Giving Panic is not really
necessary at all. Let your im. agination soar, and present
your personalized gifts proudly- people will genuinely
appreciate -your creative efforts.

The moon was up, the stars
were out and-pfftt!-your rear
tire was down. Good thing there
was a phone nearby. And a few
good friends who were willing
to drive a dozen miles, on a
Saturday night, to give you a
lift. When you get back, you
want to do more than just say
"thanks:' So tonight, let it be
LOwenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
•
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Anderson, UCF's head coach?
PRO

•

CON

by Richard Truett

by Morgan Phllllps

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

A;n Open Letter To President Colbourn:
No one will dispute the fact that Jerry Anderson
stepped in and did an admirable job with the football team this year. The .football program has had
enough turmoil and turnover: we need consistency
and stability for a change. Coach Anderson has a
great attitude, the credentials, and the support of
the students. Call off the search; we already have
what we need. A;nderson is the man for the job. We
do not have to look any farther than our own back
door.
Forget that foolishness about a "name
coach" -look what happened the last time we had
one. This is a golden opportunity for UCF to hire ·
someone who already knows the system and is · ·
eager to put UCF on the map. Not only that, but
A~1.derson probably wants to make a name for
himself; he will probably try that much harder to
see that UCF has a good, solid program. Put your .
foot down President Colbourn, · sign him. The
sooner Anderson knows we are behind him, the
sooner he can get started with recruiting and
building for next year.
The proudest moment in our football history
came when the Knights, under Anderson beat Illinois State. I believe that that is ollly the tip of the
iceberg. We can't buy victories. A big name coach
Pam Glmson/Future
and a big salary does not guarantee a successful
Will UCF run to a bright future under .coach
football program-we already learned that. With Anderson?
all due respect President Colbourn, sign A;nderson.
Sitting in tl_ie stands at the Tampa Bay
Bucs-New York Giants game last Sunday, I could
Congratulations to the football team and Coach not help but think about the Knights. Under
Anderson: You did the best you could under the cir~ Thyhsen, UCF ·wB:S always exciting to watch.
cumstances and played not good, but great foot- . Thyhsen, though sometimes inconsistent, always
ball. The students on this campus who follow the had the potential to ignite the offense with that big
team know it is only going to be a matter of time
SEE PRO, PAGE 25
· before UCF has its day.

•••

Congratulations are due to the UCF football
team and coaching staff for giving us an exciting, if
not winning team. If the team could just manage to
consistently play on the level which they reached at
certain points in the season, we, the students at
UCF, would have seen a team which could even
have reached the Division 1-AA·playoffs.
. The only problem was that those points in the
season were few and far between. Most of the
season consisted of the·second half annihilations by
Northeast Louisianna, Indiana State, Furman, etc.;
in almost every game this season.
Coach A;nderson has done a competent job of taking over the team after the departure of Lou Saban,
but should we crown him as "Coach of the
Century" and immediately award him the position
of head coach? What reasoning are we using to proclaim this? Sure, the team managed to b~at Illinois
State for Coach Anderson's debut, but what happened afterwards? The next week UCF falls to a
mediocre Austin Peay team, and in following weeks
are crushed. by Indiana State and Furman: After
his first four games Coach Anderson has a · 1-3
record.
No, I am not advocating a quick removal of
Coach Anderson, I understand that the change
from Division II to I-AA has an effect on the ability for a team to be competitive, but how much of an
effect? We owe it to ourselves to make a comprehensive search for the best coacb we can get.
Notice I referred to the quality of the coach, not
his name recognition. Come on people, think-anyone we could get from the NFL or a major college
team should be questionable. If they are a good
coach why are they coming to UCF; unless, of
course, the reason is they could not hack it in the
SEE CON, PAGE 25

Knights ski team reigns supreme again
by Karen Cicora
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Last weekend the UCF Water Ski
Team, one of UCF' s few nationally
ranked sports organizations, completed a successful 1984 fall season
with an overall team victory in Tampa.
The women's team m:ade a clean
sweep of the overall titles in each of
The wise men claim that even the
mightiest at empires fall In time.
Well, the time tor Mike Rhodes, who
has led Pigskin Picks since the
beglnlng, Is near at hand. This week
both of Oll' other experts gained a
game on ~ tq(llng Rhodes as the
taltys reod:ooii\elltteklnd 4-2, Scott
Gunner&OI) ~.:end Mike Rhodes

3-3.

:

~ :~··

Hardly worth mentioning, our
guest picker Mr. Anthony Bloss
flnllhed the week with a somewhat
lower taty Of 1.:5. t have to admit, he

cld warn us.
.kJat to prove that

we here at PP
aren't cowards, our picker for this
week Is a faint effor1 between Fred
Doremus and MIChele Randzlo from
the Orlando Renegades public
relations department.
OK, here we go again ...

the three competitive events. A
strong showing in the slalom event.
was made by Kerri Lasey and Shannon McLin, who finished second and
third, respectively. In a display of
depth, the women made a also completely dominated the trick skiing
event. Garnishing top honors was
Karen Cicora, with McLin and Lasey
following with finishes of second and
third. When all the women were
finished riding over the jump ramp,

Cicora ended up in second place and
McLin took third. Cluny Madison, a
junior from England, also finished
well with a personal best in the jump
event.
The men's team, not to be outdone,
put on their .own show for the Tampa
crowd. Team captain Ron Thompson
set a new UCF school record in the
men's j!-Jmping event with a flight of
138 feet. The jump surpassed his old
record by one foot and vaulted.

Thompson to a second place finish.
In men's trick skiing, Butch Allen
twisted his way to a third place fillish
with freshman Eric Anderson close
behind in fourth.
UCF also fared well in th slalom
event as Allen placed second, Thompson third, and Mike Dehlinger third. .
The weekend was also highlighted
by an amazing barefoot exhibition by
Billy Nichols and a Hydroslide
demonsration.

FUTUR·E SPORT'S PIGSKIN -PICKS
re••
~vs.

OW
florlda 6

Kentucky

MR

SG

FD/MR

Florida 7
FSU 21
Auburn 1

Florida 3

Miaml7
SF 3
Seattle 10

NII v1. Tenn·Chatt.

fSU 5

Aubum vs. Georgia

Georgia 3

Florida 6
FSU 14
Georgia 3

Miami 7
SF 3
Seattle 7

Miami 5
SF 14
Seattle 7

'

'

Mlalftl ·vs. San Diego
TaMpa Bay vs. San Fran.
Clnolnnatl vs. Seattle
I

.

.....

,·~

.....
~

FSU 10
Auburn l

.

' '

Mlami3
SF 7
Seattle 7
:1

,J

Mike Rhodes
Don Wittekind
Scott Gunnerson

--

23-7-0
22-8-0
19-10-1

~;6.7°4

13.3°4
..:.
·65.0°lo
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nowshoE
Dec. 31-Jan.5
Trip Includes:
Transportation to and from Snowshoe
4 full days of skiing on 27 slopes
Lodging in 3 bedroom condominiums,
complete with kitchen, washer/dryer
and fireplace
Special 'Ski Lite' surfer shirt, hat and
hugger, and many other surprises
Plus discounts at local shops and clubs,
and both on-slope and apres' ski
activities

{.)

Q

$100 deposits due Friday, Nov 9
Deposits taken daily between
11-2 in SC 215.

3rd annual

NATIONALLY ACCLAIMED SPEAKER
11

Dr. Bronson Lane
Executive Director
of

.

'84 CALENDAR
Presal~ begins November 14~

Presale
calendars
just
$5
available every Mon, Tue, Wed, & ,.....,...._
EJiday in SC 215.
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Fighting Knights bested.in season closer
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Furman closed the book on the
• 1984 University of Central Florida
football season with big plays and
key interceptions to hand the Knights
a decisive 42-6 in their final game of
the season.
The Paladins struck for 21 first
.. quarter points and UCF never
recovered. Robbie Gardner led Furman with 144 yards rushing on 14

carries and two touchdowns.
Furman's Brian Jager and Chas Fox
·also scored two touchdowns each.
Consistent with most every other
UCF game this year, the Knights let
their foe reach the scoreboard first.
On the Paladins second play of the
game, Gardner took the ball right and
raced 88 yards for Furman's first and
winning touchdown. Gardner scored
again in the third quarter, when he
capped a 43-yard drive in six plays, on
a seven yard run with 3:08 left in the

third quarter.
Jager put two more touchdowns on
the board in the first quarter with
runs of four and 17 yards. However,
Jager only rushed for 24 yards on five
carries. The two scores edged Furman
further ahead, 21-0.
The only points UCF did manage to
get on came from freshman
placekicker Ed O'Brien. In the second
quarter he connected on two field
goals to inch UCF closer to the
Paladins, 21-6. O'Brien's first kick

came at 14:22 in the second
quarter-he was perfect from 36
yards. Then at 2:30 in the second
quarter, O'Brien hit his longest field
goal of his- college career from 52
yards. The school record· is held by
Scott Ryerson, with a 54 yard kick.
In the second half, the Paladins
went to the big play again when Furman quarterback Bobby Lamb connected up with Fox for a 90 yard
SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 31

Knights program fares well despite losing record
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Although their record (2-9)
was not impressive, the
gridiron Knights compiled
• some good stats. With a team
comprised
of
mostly
freshman and sophomores,
Knights supporters have
plenty to look forward to next
year.
~
Sophomore Ted Wilson

emerged as UCF's best offensive player, showing that he
can run and catch the ball as
well as any player in college
football. Wilson led UCF in
receiving yardage with 483
yards on 28 catches for a 17.3
yard average.
Glenn McCombs caught the
most passes, 42 catches for
471 yards. Wilson led the
Knights in scoring with 44
points, edging out place-

kicker Ed O'Brien with 37
points and Robert Ector With
26.
In the area of re.turns, the
speedy Wilson led the way
with 40 kickoff returns for
952 yards, a 23.8 yard
average. In punt returns,
Wilson had 11 returns for 96
yards, 8. 7 yard average.
Wilson also had the longest
rush from scrimmage when
ran a reverse for 58 yards and

a touchdown in the Illinois
State game. Ector led the
Knights in total rushing
yards with 526 yards on 110
carries for a 4. 7 yard average.
Ector beat out last year's
rushing
champion,
sophomore Elgin Davis who
ran for 453 yards on 114 carries this season.
·
With a good performance
against Furman, senior Dana
Thyhsen, raised his passing

average up over .500.
Thyhsen completed 138 out of
270 passes thrown for 1766
yards, a passing percentage
of 51.1. He also split on
touchdowns to interceptions
ratio-the pro prospect threw
16 of each.
Darrell Rudd, another
senior pro prospect, finished
the season with some of the
SEE UCF, PAGE 31

PRO
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IN 1960, THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN ANEW FREEOOM.
IN 1984,THE SlDNGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE

FROM 23

play. Thysen is under consideration for a position on
the Orlando Renegades USFL
team. UCF sure is going to
miss you Dana, good luck.
And good luck to the other
seniors who gave their best to
UCF.

CON
FROM 23

It's been a long time Twenty-four years,
.:~ and there hasn't been a sensible new option
. /' .,_, ,. in birth control.
Until Today.™ Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
,
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry.about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective:': It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold.
.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. lf you have any questions, or you're just
wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.)
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the proteqion you need . But,
·best of all, you have another choice you never had before.
.'.. .
Until Today.
. ,.
·

,-----------------------

SAVE
$1.00
ON TWO 3-PACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.

~~~-

To Consumer Limit one COUP.On per purchase Good only on products designated Consumer pays
sales tax To Retailer- We will reimburse you the lace value of this coupon plus S.OB hand/mg
provided that you and the consumer have complied with the terms or our coupon otrer. This
coupon 1s good only when redeemed by you lrom a'consumer at time or purchasing the
spec1l1ed product Any other use constitutes lr~ud. Redemptions not honored
through brokers or other outside agencies. Invoices showing your
purchase of sulflc1ent stock to cover all coupons must be shown upon ,.;
reQuest Void 1f prohibited. taxed or restrict~d This coupon in non-..·
translerable . non·ass19nable. non-reproducible. Cash value 1/20th or l .
$ 01 Oller !lOOd only m LI S A Redeem by mailing to VU Corporation. · .
PO Box 4400. Clinton. Iowa 52734.
:'

NFL or Division I-A .
I admire Coach Anderson
for his attitude and his good
manner, but statements made
about him knowing Saban's
system and keeping stability
by following it worry me.
Saban was a "name"
coach-not necessarily a good .
one. How many jobs did he
run through before UCF&
Let's not make the same
mistake again but let's not
surrender to possible
mediocrity by grabbing
Anderson for beating Illinois
State.
Keeping Anderson, without
thought, no more guarentees
UCF a good team than randomly selecting a coach from
any Division I program.
What we need is a thorough,
intelligent search for a
"good" coach. If Anderson is
the best we can · do I will
welcome him with open arms,
but not if he is ushered in just
because he is going to follow
Saban's program.

*Clinical tc ·ts haw conduJeJ char wom<'n can cxpccc an annual dfernwrwss rnt<' of 89-9 I"., 1! th~y use the lixiay Sponge cons1sccndy
rx>nj!e ar<' rrademarks ol VLI Corp
0rnJ accorJ111j! co bhcl insrrucnon~ c' 19il4 VLI Cnrp. lixlay and The

I
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-Discount Auto Parts
WE'RE COMMITTED TO LOW PRICES EVERYDAY!!

8g"'

Valvoline 10W40
Motor Oil

Multi-viscosity
oil, fuel efficient
Quart can

'I'

~~======-----~

Discount
Auto Parts

XSV Air
Filter by
Purolator

~ALvouHf

SO-Month
Battery

11t--'-'--~-------'---""~-----

'-;:::=~;::;;::::;;::;~;::::v=:~~___J

~-Climate
10W-40

44!!

"10TOR OIL~~
NET 32 FL OZ.(l U.S.OT J' (

I

49"'

Battery Terminal
Ends l~w
ev~ryday

Tridon
.-...- Wiper Blades
or Refills

price

't'

Quality Car Covers
by Test Rite

39.99
.... .,
compact cars

49.99
59.~9

.. .

Fore~gn

Front End Parts by
. McQuay-Norris

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT QUALITY

OFF
50

50~~P9EFF

0/o

LIST PRICE

•King Bolts
•Oil Seals
• 3earings
• Drive Shaft Supports

• Ball Joints.
• Tierod Ends
• Motor Mounts
• Control Arm Shafts and Assemblies

• Tune-Up Kits
• Filters
•Gaskets
• At;cessories

• Alternators
• Starters
• Water Pumps
•Fuel Pumps

•

•- 436 Orlando
Good thru 11-20-84
Corne r Of Al oma ar
Winter Park
Open 7 Days a Week
fa
3098 Aloma Ave.
677•5488
THIS WEEK'S
•
WINNING LICENSE PLATE
8 a.m. • 9p.m.
2 Blocks South of Oak Ridge
6210 S. Orange Blossom Trail
.• 59-6171
' - .

7 a.m. • 11 p.m.
Corner of Semoran & Curry Ford
5687 Curry Ford Rd.
282·0572
1 Block West of Sliver Star Rd.
• Pine Hiiis
5410 Sliver Star Road

289·8230

Parts by IAPCO

Z a•)

.;:s

WE RESERVE TffE. RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES: ';~_,
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If you·can sing in
the shower·· You
can sing with us.
Guest Nite Nov. 19.
at 7:30 P.M.
813 N. Montana,
Orlando.
For Further Details
· Call
896-8159

"Sweet Adelines"
(4 part harmony for women)

A
seminAr to
increAse· your
grAdes ...

•

A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY to learn effective
and time-saving techniques:
·
• memory aids.
• Preparing for and taking exams.
• Stress & concentration.
• Numerous time saving study tips.
• Motivation... and more!

•

Thurs., Nov. 29, 7 p.'m.-10:30 p.m.
Sheraton Twin Towers, Orlando
(5780 Major Blvd ..near 1·4 and SR435)
. GENESIS GROUP (904) 737·6969
········································;~

: YESI · ·

I want to increase my grades & ' .
•
improve my learning ability.
.~
: o My tuition of $55 is enclosed. Please
:
: · ,reserve a seat for me at the Orlando seminar :
'
D Please send more information.
:
:
: Nam
:

.

:

Md~

:
:

Citv.

State
Mail to: GENISIS GROUP Phone

:
Zip

'
:

~ ••••• 9~Zlj9~lhP..~~i~L.ti)9~~!~iZZ!~ ••••••l
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Knights fall. in Regionals
by Morgan Phllllps
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

The UCF men's and women's cross country
teams ran to a disappointing, but somewhat
predictable finish at the -Division I
Southeastern Regional Tournament. ·
The University of Virginia claimed top
honors in the men's division, with a total
score of 87 points. In contrast, the UCF men
racked up a total of 783 points to grab 27th
place overall out of the 30 teams participating.
The top men's runner for UCF, David
Smith finished a frustrating race in 120th
place, with a time of 33:24 over the 10

Manlgs, Revenge Crew In
Sugar Bowl Championship

The Intramural Men's AllUniversity Flag · Football
Champions, the Manigs, will
represent UCF in the Men's
National Collegiate Flag
Football Championship ill
New Orleans during Sugar
Bowl week. UCF women will
be represented at the championship by the UCF Intramural Women's Champions, the Revenge Crew.
The Manigs came back ·
from a 13-0 deficit to edge
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
18·13 last Thnrsday to cop
the men's All-U Intramural

kilometer course. This of course removes any
chance of UCF or Smith participating in the
national tournament.
The top finisher for UCF's women's team
was Gail Jones in 139th place with a time of
22:26 for the 5 kilometer endeavor. This
enabled the UCF Lady Knights to finish in
23rd place in the competition.
Still, congratulations are due to the team
for making it to the Regional competition.
The change from Division II to Div!sion I has
had an effect on all of the university teams
and the ability of the cross country team to
reach the regional level has shown that they
will be one of the stronger programs in the
future.

Championship. Trailing 13-12
with fourth and goal from the
15 yard line and one minute
remaining in the game, the
Manigs' John Duttweiler
took a short pass from Sam
Holland and spun the final
five yards through a host of
Lambda Chi Alphas for the
winning score.
In the women's championship, the Revenge Crew turned back the upset-minded
Supersonics by a 19-13
margin. The Supersonics had
knocked off the unbeaten
defending champions Alpha
Delta Pi and the rugged
Knights en route to the championship.
,
The men's white league
championship was captured
by the Romans by an 18-14
score over Sigma Alpha Epsilon II in a come-from-behind
effort with a TD in the final

minutes.
Run for the Scholars Results

1.
2.
3.
3.
5.

Individual Novice Division
Betty Henry
Gus A~bler
Kevin Lynch (tie)
Mike Mayo
Eric Blamick

Individual Experienced
1. Ronald Fletcher
2. Hank Anderson
3. Greg McFerren
Team Student - Men
1. Kevin Lynch @ Mike Mayo
Team Student - Women
1. Trice Abufaris @ Valorie
Stover
Team Alumni
1. Teresa Tinsley @ Tony
Ackerson
Team FacultyStaff
1. Hank Anderson
Lynn Welker

@

Donna

ATTENTION ALL UCF .STUDENTS.
IN,TERNATIONAL CALCULATOR le COMPUTER
IS NOW BEATING ANY DISCOUNT PRICE OF
HEWLETT·PACKARD CALCULATORS ·BRING IN A
COPY OF THEIR AD. WE'LL GIVE YOU LOCAL
DELIVERY. WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!
/

Students!

Work Smart.
Work Simply. ..With Hewlett-Packard!
Whether you're in Science, Engineering, Business, or Finance, your classes are
challenging and loaded \\~th tough problems.
Cut those problems down to size with an HP calculator. Built-in functions and timesaving features like dedicated keys are as close as a single keystroke .
Get your HP calculator today.
F/ipl HEWLETT
~~PACKARD

OUR REGULARLY DISCOUNTED PRICES
HPllC
$69.00
HP41CV $199.00
HP12C
103.00
HP41CX
246.00
HP15C
""l03.00
HP71B
425.Q_Q

INTERNATIONAL

Calculator & Computer
Palm Springs Plaza
2914 Corrine Dr.
Orlando 898-0081 next to Albertsons
Altamonte Springs

830-7003
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STILL RENTING?
..,,.\

.

WHY NOT GRADUATE
TO HOME OWNERSHIP!
With R.C.A. Homes!
! .

...

TWO EXCmNG NEIGHBORHOODS BY R.C.A. HOMES
HELP YOUR FOLKS EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!

..

•

..

SUSSEXP~CE
Close to Campus and A Lot

More ••• from $48,900!
Imagine a modern townhome community just two
minutes from the UCF campus! Sussex Place is a
young, dynamic community of two-bedroom, twobath villas with exciting amenities and features in a
class by themselves! Like lush carpeting, private
. patios, deluxe dishwashers, generous closet space,
and more! Now you can live the good life off campus
while helping yo~u folks build homeowner's equity!

•N D D
·ca....

~
(,,J

O>

....

ca
>
ca

cu

Colonial Dr.
East-West E~
~
(,,J

O>

CONDOMINIUMS
Orange CourQ's Best Home
Value ••• from $42,490!
Get into the swim of recreational living at its best, at
del Rey! Enjoy tennis and racquetball courts, a sparkling swimming pool, and spa - the perfect amenities to help you unwind after a long day at the cam- _
. pus. And look at these outstanding features: spacious bedrooms with walk-in closets, private patios .
and balconies, thoughtfully designed one- and twobedroom flo~r plans, and more! Convenient to UCF,
del Rey offers you a great lifestyle while offering your
parents all the advantages of home ownership!

,.-

~

* ·SUSSEX

PLACE

Lake Underhill Rd. Martin
OMarietta
Plant

Pershing

Curry Fi
or11 Ra.

305/281-6393

305/275·1314
Located east of 436 on Curry Ford Road.

EQUAL HOUSIHi

OPPORTUNtTY

•
•

•

•

•
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II

•
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~Ho_ff_ne_r_h_e....._......... ~

Located 1/8 mile east of Alafaya Trail on HWY 50.

G)

•

WE WELCOME
BROKER
COOPERATION

A Division of Residential Communities of America

•

•
•
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UCF wrestlers dominate at Knights Brawl
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

After seven hours of marathon
wrestling the UCF grapplers took a
clean sweep of the awards at the
Knights' Brawl, hosted by UCF. The
men of UCF captured eight of the 12
weight classes with first places.

•

..
•

•

By the time all the preliminary
elimination rounds and consolation
rounds were over there were only a
few courageous souls left standing,
most of them wearing the black and
gold singlets .
In the 123 pound class Chris
Cramer from UCF was pitted -against
Jimmy Green of William and Mary
College. Cramer was plagued
· throughout the match with a knee
problem and a sliding brace. Both
wrestlers traded off points during the
match, but Cramer proved to be the
tougher man, defeating Green 9-6.
The match between 131 pouriders
Gary Laychar of UCF and Mike
Hoess from William and Mary was an

exciting continuous exchange of
points and near pins. Neither coach
could remain in his seat for long with
these two. In the final seconds of the
match Laychar held his ground and
defeated Hoess 15-13.
The next two weight classes found
teammates pitted against each other.
In the 139 pound class UCF wrestlers
Joe Meier and Todd Clevenger grappled with each other, trading points.
In the end, Meier pinned Clevenger hi
the second period with five seconds
remaining. The 147 pounders
featured All-American Trent Smith
against fellow' team member Ron
Miller. Miller cinched the victory with
a close 12-10 win. Miller received the ·
Outstanding Wrestler Award for the
·
tournament as well.
At the 155 pound level, UCF's
Greco-Roman champ Mike Bouchard
found himself facing William and
Mary's Tripp Davis. Bouchard
dominated his opponent throughout
.most of the match, allowing only four
points to be scored against him.-At
-one point in the match Bouchard was
almost pinned in his own attempt to

..

pin Davis.

Cormick of UCF against Richard Bat~
chelor from Stetson. This match was
The 163 pound class pitted two over before you could blink an eye as
William and Mary grapplers against McCormick pinned Batchelor 48
each other, Chris Argona and Craig seconds into the first pericxl.
Cox. The match was over within
The heavy weight class proved to
minutes though, with Argona pinning
be exciting from the outset with
his teammate.
·
UCF's John Small taking on Paul
· Stetson University had a mild Caan of William and Mary. This was
showing in the next three weight decidedly a difficult match for
classes with all their wrestlers pitted Small-his opponent spent more time
against UCF wrestlers. In the 172 slathering around the mat than trypound class Dave Ecklar from UCF ing to wrestle. The bulk of this man
took on Tony Gustafson of Stetson. made it hard for Small to maneuver
Ecklar had his way with Gustafson, around. Small managed to rack up
clearly dominating through -the first enough points however, winning the
pericxl. With almost_a full minute re- match 6-1.
maining in the second period Ecklar
pinned his opponent to win ·the ' The Knights next competition will
match.
be the. Black and Gold inter squad
.
.
,
match. This event -squares off UCF
Vic ~iston~, UCF s 182 poun~er, wrestlers against their teainmates.
faced. Jim Mmor .of Ste~son. Duri~g The match is a good indication of the
the first two periods Pistone easily Knight's depth throughout the
dominated his opponent, and despite squad.
a brief surge by Minor late in the
third period, Pistone captured the
Th~ Black and Gold match will be
match 17-7.
held in the UCF gym tcxlay at 7:30
The 195 pound class put Bruce Mc- p.m ..

SPORTS WRITERS NEEDED
The Future is looking for writers to fill freelance positions. For information and applications
contact Don Wittekind, Sports Editor at the Future editorial office. Come in or call

275-2601

•
LONGWOOD

•

MC

~Future

UNION PARK

3~1-0730

VISA

•

STUDENTS OPEN HEARING
with

THE . ACTIVITY AND SERVICE FEE-SETTING COMMITTEE

Tuesday, November 20, 1984
Student Center Room 214, 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO PRESENT THEIR
FEELINGS
ON THE STATE OF TH.E
ACTIVITY AND SERVICE FEE
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UNC kicks Lady Knights in quarterfinals
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

On a sunny Saturday afternoon in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina the Lady
Knights soccer team faced the
University of North Carolina
Tarheels. Once again fate was on the
side of the Tarheels, as they defeated
the Knig4ts 4-1 to clinch a spot in the
NCAA quarterfinals.
"North Carolina played like a national championship team and we
didn't," said coach Jim Rudy. The
Tarheels were ready for this match
with the Knights, scoring their first
goal early on in the first half. The
Tarheels dominated the Knights practically from start to finish. "The way

I look at it, we got mugged. They
came out and really hit us hard," commented Rudy.
Michelle Akers, freshman standout
for the Knights was given a
something of 'a working over on
Saturday. "They abused Michelle
physically all day, seven of their nine
folks in the first half were on her,"
said Rudy. Akers has been the
lighthouse in the storm for · the
Knights and with her boxed in,
. recovery was slow.
"It's really our own fault, we've
become so one dimensional that when
the chips are down we look for
Michelle to bail us out," said Rudy.
During the second half the Tar heels
scored two more goals, giving them a

3-0 advantange. The Knights came "Carolina definitely had the depth. It
back with a goal scored by Akers, on- was more like we were playing 18 peoly to come too late in the game. "They pie instead of 11. They made substituwere really ruthless in finishing. tions where we couldn't and eventualWhen they got a ball they put it in. ly it wore the younger players down.
Carolina just really played a good You can bet this will never happen
team game and that was the dif- · again,'' commented Rudy. The
ference," said Rudy.
Tarheels will be losing the bulk of
Carolina kept the pressure on the their team to graduation where UCF
Knights after they scored their first sacrifices only three players.
goal, keeping them at bay long
The Lady Knights have nothing to
enough to score another goal to add
hang
their heads about. 1,hey played
insult to injury. "When we did score
a
tough
season, facing North Carolina
it gave us a psychological and
physical boost, but they came back twice before. ''If we had been in any
and scored another one," said Rudy. other bracket we would be in the final
North Carolina had stacked their four right now. I think we can beat
roster with seasoned juniors and anyone else in the country, and
seniors, and it was this depth that did maybe in the final step, North
some of the damage to the Knights. Carolina,,·, said Rudy.

Brooklyn College holds Knights to 1·1 tie
by Joanne ·white
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Sunday afternoon at St. Claire field the UCF
men's soccer team went up against Brooklyn College in what has been termed an "exciting spectator game" by coach Jim Rudy. The match ended
in a 1-1 tie.
·Brooklyn College started the first half off with a
little showing off for the fans. They held the ball
with short passes and gave the spectators a little
display of their techniques. "Emotionally they
were having nightmares and this is what cost them
the game. Technically they were better players, but
they lost their heads and it cost them the game,"
said Rudy. Brooklyn held the ball, keeping a close
guard and avoiding long passes. ''They always had

four or five .people around the ball and they were
very dangerous," commented Rudy.
The visiting school with the day-glo orange shirts
scored early on in the game, but once they lost their
composure it was all over. They changed from the
short pass routine to a long pass·game. ".When they
changed their ~tyle it cost them the game. This
long counterattack ruined their style and allowed
us to come back ipto the game," said. Rudy. The
Knights put the pressure on and scored with seven
minutes remaining in the game to force a tie.
Fate was not on the side of the Knights in this
match. Everything they tried to use to score was
foiled. Brooklyn's goalie managed to save some
shots that would have been almost impossible to
save. A few shots had all the appearances of being
solid goals. "We created several chances, but it's

the same old story, as if we're snakebit or
something,'' said Rudy.
The men of UCF are still a young team, and they
still have time to work on those elusive goals. ''We
could have done better this season-it was just a
matter of the goals. There are so many games we
could have won but didn't," said Rudy.
UCF will be losing four key players at the end of
the season, the center of the team so to speak. They
will be losing a goalie, sweeper, stopper and center
forward. "I feeJ as though we've got a lot of depth
left in our team,'' Rudy said. ''Another good thing
is we got a lot of play time for otir younger players
and I like our younger players. They play hard and
put out as much as any team we've had here." It
looks like the future holds a bright light for the
men's soccer team.

SUN STATE FORD MAKES

IT EASY TO DRIVE!
1985

WITH .T HE PURCHASE OF ANY NE·w
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

SALES ·&
SERVICE

Extended Service Plan
The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract oc l·
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpected repair costs on an extensive list
of majorcomponents, and lets you drive with peace of'
mind.

24 MONTH

•

or

COME .IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE

24,000 MILE
. M~ximum
•
•
•
•

Coverage Plan

•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER

•

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR
NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

(I

•
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· Wrestlers defeat William and Mary 33·9
~

afternoon, after getting up at 4 a.m.
by Vicki White
to catch a plane down to Florida from
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
Virginia. If they were tired from their
long day, few of them really showed
"The first match is always the it. Even though the score looks like
hardest,'' said wrestling coach Pat the Knights pulverized them, William
Cucci after his wrestling Knights and Mary put up a tough fight.
defeated the William and Mary InThe Knights' Chris Cramer jumped
dians, 33-9.
out to a 4-0 lead in the 118-pound
This was the first 'match between class, but then ran out of steam durthe two schools, and neither coach ing the second half of the match. He
knew what t<;> expect from the other pulled it together to defeat the Inteam. "They were tough," said Gucci dians' Jimmy Green, 11-7.
of the Indians, while their coach, Bill
In the 126 pound class, UCF's Gary
Pincus said, ''we are a young team, . Laychar r~lled over Mike Hoess to
and we found out tonight what areas win a 12;6 decision, while freshman
we are going to have to work on. UCF Joe Meier totally dominated the Inturned out to be more than we ex- dians' Andy Furnas, also a freshman.
pected them to be."
Meier won an 11-3 major decision
William and Mary's team is com- over his opponent. In wrestling, a maprised primarily of sophomores and jor decision is awarded when a
juniors-there are no seniors on the wrestler wins by an eight to 11-point
· squad. Pincus added that the team margin. This gives the team four
held walkon tryouts and picked up 12 points for the match, while a regular
freshman wrestlers this way. ·This win is worth three points.
should give the team a strong base to . All-American Trent Smith defeated
build top teams from. Last year they William and Mary's David Oddo in a
were a respectable il-6-1, while UCF rough-and-tumble match ·in the
was 7-7.
142-pound class. Both wrestlers went
The Indians came to UCF fresh tumbling off the mat early in the
from a 25-25 tie with Stetson that match and Oddo hit his head, which

r.aused him to feel dizzy during the
match. Nevertheless, he went on to
give Smith a tough fight before falling, 15-11. Afterwards, he was taken
to the hospital because he was suffering from double vision.
William and Mary's Tripp Davis
defeated UCF's Dale Mitchell, 7-2 in
the 150-pound class, while teammate
Chris Aragona, an E IWA champ
demolished Mahamoud Kenai-eh, 18-8
in the 158-pound class for a major
decision. Cucci said that Kenareh is
suffering from a seperated shoulder,
which he was favoring during the
match.
UCF's Mike Bouchard was awarded a technical fall in the 16 7-pound
class, defeating Craig Cox 19-4, after
nearly pinning his opponent during
the first and third periods. A
technical fall is awarded when a
wrestler defeats their opponent by 15
points or more and is worth six points
to the team.
His teammate in the 177-pound
class, Vic Pistone pinned his opponent, Gary Fishburne 1:58 into the
first period to bOQst the Knights to
25-7. Vince DiCindio of William and
Mary and UCF's Doug Jones fought

to a draw in the 190-pound class,
which gave each team two points.
John Small mopped the mat with
William and Mary's Paul Caan in the
heavyweight class, winning 16-1,
another technical fall and six more
points for the Knights, bringing the
score to 33-9.
After the match exhibition matches
with wrestlers who had lost in
wrestle-offs-the matches held between teammates to decide who gets
to wrestle on the team that
week-were held. The Knights also
dominated these matches, with a pin
by Todd Clevenger 4:31 into the
134-pound match and wins by Rick
Tribbitt, · 10-8 in the 142-pound class
and Dave Eckler, 8-4 in the 177-pound
class. William and Mary's Chris
Cucazella was the lone winner for his
team, pinning John Curran in 2:02 in
the 150-pounci class.
The win makes the Knights 1-0.
After a Black and Gold intersquad
match tonight at 7:30 p.m., the
Knights head for the hills-to the
Southern Open in Chattanooga, Ten'
nessee Nov. 23.

KNIGHTS
FROM 25

·touchdown pass. The drive
consisted of only two plays
that consumed just 51
seconds. Fox led all receivers
with 175 yards on seven catches. UCF's Ted Wilson
followed with eight catches
for 88 yards.
On defens.e, the Knights
Curt Ashley and Jeff Bolle led .
both teams with 11 tackles
each.

•
•

•

The biggest defensive plays
however, were the five interceptions on the part the
Paladins. Three interceptions
put an end to the last three
UCF drives.

•

FROM 25

•

UCF

Annonncing the Coors Light
Turtle Race. Here's your chance
to challenge"SilverBullet"!
COMING 10 YOUR CAMPUS SOON!

© 1982 Adolph Coors Co., Golden. Colorado 80401.

best defensive stats in the
country. On the year Rudd
compiled 91 total tackles and
19 and one half quarterback
sacks to outdistance every.
other Knight defender by a
wide margin.
An interesting stat is that
UCF lost less fumbles than
the teams they played
against, 14-13. Fumbles were
one of the problems at the
start of the year that was corrected, as was the cas~ in
punt blocks. A~ you may
remember two punt blocks
may have cos'-.. the Knights
two wins early in the season,
but those were the only punts
UCF had blocked all season,
in 77 punts.

-
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Mea su res being debated in committee:
Bil ls:
17-07 Concern ing A&SF funding req uirements.
Introducer: Ch . Bil l Tucker
Adds ne,w section to finance code prohibiting A&SF fund ing of any organization th at
does not have open membership with regard to race, sex, or re ligion.
17-08 Funding for tires for the music department truck.
Introducer: Sen. Randy BLOSSER
Allocates $552.00 to purchase new tires for the music department truck.
17-11 Allocating funds to the Moslem Student Organization to attend a conference in
Dallas/Fo_rt Worth, Texas.
Introducer: Sen . Pete Martin
.
Allocates $1,169.00 to the Moslem Student Organization to ·help defray their travel costs
to a c onference in Dallas.
Resolutions:
17-05 Requesting the adoption, installation, and policy of short term metered parking
located at the University.
Introducer: . Ch. Bill Tucker
Calls for the administration to implement short term metered parking throughout the
campus with the net proceeds to go toward new parking lots.
The measures listed above are merely being considered, they may be amended, defeated, or passed by
the student senate. If you have any input on any of these measures, please stop by SC 217 and talk to
' a senator.

Measures acted upon:
Bills:
17-10 Concerning speaking to area high schooJ student governments.
Introducer: Sen. Chris Shacoski
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Allocates $90.00 to provid_
e presentations to area high school student governments.
Resolutions:
17-01 Calling for the paying of tuition by credit card.
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Encourages the administration to allow payment of tuition by credit card.
17-06 Concerning installation of additional bike racks on campus.
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Enc9urages the administration to install additional bike racks on campus and to make
those bike racks as close as possible to bui ldings.
Senate meetings are held on Tuesday 's from 3:00-6:00 p.m. in Engineering 360, and are open to all
students.

Respectfully submitted by:
The 17th Student Senate

Ill

